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Faculty challenges 'better
skelter' program cuts

ELISSA LUMLEY
Pacifican staff writer
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DERK PIPPIN
Pacifican staff writer

The proposal to eliminate 61 aca
demic programs at UOP prompted
some sharp questions and angry re
actions Monday night from a hand
ful of students who attended a forum
on the issue with Provost Philip
Gilbertson.
Some of the 35 students who at
tended the meeting in cavernous
McCaffrey Center Theatre also com
plained that students were only given
a few days notice that there was even
going to be a meeting and that they
never saw the list of affected pro
grams.
"Why should I recommend this
school to other people if all of these
programs will potentially be cut?"
asked senior Kelly Wilson of political
science.
Gilbertson, who is heading the
ehort to streamline UOP programs
an save money said that although
many students choose UOP for their
e °[ interest, there are more reans why students come here, includg faculty who care about students
n" small classes.
k UTK" umPortant issue for students
's whether or not the time and effort
will be

for Pacifican's view\
see page 13
Rlob^3^ Brownaugh, a sophomore in
"Whcofn°niics asked Gilbertson,
vaiue °f our diplomas if o ls
mas if o
ur pr0gram is cut?"
diplorn ertSMn said that he hoped the
3
not he affected in the
l°nKninS
Pay a let' 3nd that employers should
s^duai ®0re attention to the indinot the fact the their
ProeramU
discontinued.
t^e outm Cr Concern °f students is
certain classes under
programc
at may potentially be cut.
See departments pageS

Provost Gilbertson addresses student concerns about program review.

Endangered Programs
Bernerd School of Education

Curriculum & Instruction
M.A./M.A.T.
Educational Psychology Ed.D.
Educational Administration &
Foundations Ed.D.
English Second Language M.A.
Foundations M.A.
Foundations Ed.D.
Music Education Ed.D.
School Psychology Ed.D.
Special Education M.A./M.Ed.
Special Education Ed.D.
Conservatory of Music

Music M.A.
Music Composition M.M.
Music Education M.M.
Music History M.M.
Music Performance M.M.
College of the Pacific

Biological Sciences M.S.
Chemistry M.S.
Chemistry Ph.D.
Communication M.A.
English M.A.
History M.A.
Physics M.A.
Religious Studies M.A.
Sociology M.A.

:

School of Engineering

Electrical Engineering M.S.
School of Pharmacy

Clinical Pharmacy M.S.
Clinical Pharmacy Ph.D.
Medicinal Chemistry/Pharmaceutics M.S.
Medicinal Chemistry/
Pharmaceutics Ph.D.
Physiology Pharmacology M.S.
Physiology Pharmacology Ph.D.

Interdisciplinary Programs
College of the Pacific

Applied Mathematics-Physics Major
Black Studies Major
Environmental Studies Majorbegun in 1994
Geophysics Major
German Studies Major
Japanese Studies Major
Linguistics Major
Mathematics-Economics Major
Medicinal Chemistry Major
Physical Science Major
Political Economy Major
Pre-Ministerial Major
Russian Studies Major
Social Sciences Major

See programs page S

One week ago today, the most im
portant document of the 1996-97
school year was made public to stu
dents and faculty on theStockton cam
pus.
The DeRosa administration has
listed 61 academic programs for pos
sible elimination at UOP, including po
tential cuts in every, school and col
lege. The hardest hit fell upon 31
graduate programs (exactly half the
list) with notoriously low enrollment.
If you are one of the 200+ students
involved in any of the programs or
majors that have been "nominated"
for review during phase one, expect
tensions to be running higher than
normal in your classrooms.
"What's happening to us seems
'helter-skelter'/' Chemistry Professor
Larry Spreer said at a faculty forum
Tuesday. " Not only are we traveling
by horse but we haven't even built a
road yet... It's very unerving to be look
ing at the review process without hav
ing a list of prorities...It's hard to un
derstand what we are supposed to be
doing," he added.
The list includes such programs as
philosophy, religion, modern lan
guages and black studies. Provost Phil
Gilbertson, who is in charge of issuing
the list of 5 to 7 priorities that will
ultimately serve as the basis for the
program review decision-making pro
cess, said it is not expected to be com
pleted until mid-November.
At a forum with faculty members
Gilbertson was peppered with ques
tions regarding the construction of the
list and relating to the criteria which
will be used to evaluate a programs
potential future value to the Univer
sity.
"How do I get off the list?" asked
Philosophy Professor Herb Reinelt,
whose program is facing elimination
due to its low enrollment.
Other professors gave candid emo
tional and practical commentary at the
meeting which ran well past the 4 p.m.
deadline.
Between now and then, a series of
See proffesors voice pageS
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UOP eyes new food service vendors

^
C. COLTON
Paciflcan guest writer

Since 1989 Aramark has been the
sole provider of campus dining at
UOP. But the employees who don the
blue shirts and caps could be on their
way out next year.
Aramark's contract runs out at
the end of the current school year.
The Office of Residential Life & Hous
ing is looking at other outside din
ing services. It has sent out a request
for proposal to at least six services to
see what they have to offer.
There are mixed reviews from stu
dents on whether or not Aramark
should be replaced.
Ned Gately, a junior on the din
ing plan for his third year, said that
the quality of the dining services has
been steady and that "some days are
better than others."
But, Bee Bee Mazzone, a sopho
more on the dining plan had this to
say about Aramark's service: "If any

..
... more repeti
thing,
the food is getting
tive. The quality is a lot worse than it
was last year."
Mazzone said she has gone to
speak to Aramark employees several
times about the food and there is still
no change in quality.
A survey was done recently at each
dining hall asking students how they
rated the service and quality.
"Scores were pretty consistent...
overall they were higher at the Sum
mit than the Quad [Elbert Covell],
where we could use the most improve
ment," said Rick Beeson, director of
campus dining. "Comments were
anything from 'your food sucks' to 'we
like the variety/ A lot of constructive
criticism."
Beeson remains confident that
Aramark will retain the dining con
tract. Housing has the option of con
tracting Aramark again.
"It's always good being the incum
bent. It's one of the advantages of
already being here. We've put on some

irrtrtH nrnfffflm^
good
programs and mad(
made some posi
tive changes," said Beeson.
Some of those changes have been
the reduction of the 21 meal plan to
19 (and 15 meal plan to 14). Bonus
dollars have been increased from $50
to $125 for the 19 meal plan and $50
bonus dollars for the 14 meal plan
(which previously had none).
Beeson said that the changes
were not made just because their con
tract was up to bid. He said that the
changes would have been made re
gardless.
Liquita Russell, assistant food ser
vice director, echoed these state
ments.
"The changes that we have
implemented, we would have done
whether or not the contract was out
for bid. It's just that we're here to do
the best we possibly can."
Beeson added: "I'm never satis
fied just to rest on what we're doing.
We care about the students."

When downing a beer, few col
lege students stop to mull its subtle
nuances or refined wheat flavor.
But not the discriminating stu
dents at Johnson and Wales Univer
sity, where beer drinking—make that
sipping—is a required part of "Prin
ciples of Beverage Service—Beer," a
new course at the renowned culinary
school.
Student connoisseurs test out a
number of different recipes while at
tending class at the university's Coors
Brewing Lab, named after the

nation's third largest beer-maker.
Although most colleges complain
about too much beer-drinking on
campus, Johnson and Wales officials
say brewing is simply another culinary
art.
"Beer appreciation is considered
as complex as the appreciation of fine
wine," said Edward Korry, brewmaster
of the Coors Brewing Lab. "Learning
the different characteristics of the
many beer styles and matching them
with complementary foods is an im
portant skill for culinary profession
als."
The lab—a 2,400-square-feet class-

Affirmative Action:
Where the Candidates Stand
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Affirmative action is an issue
that's been debated in state legisla
tures, attacked in court rooms and
prompted protests on college cam
puses during the past year.
Here's a look at the presidential
candidates' views on affirmative ac
tion:
Democrat Bill Clinton:
"We should reaffirm the prin
ciple of affirmative action and fix the
practices. Mend it, but don't end it."
The president supports affirma
tive action programs, but wants lim
its. He created a task force to review
government affirmative action pro
grams and concluded they were
worthwhile. He opposes quotas and

has directed federal departments to
change any program that creates a
preference for unqualified people.
Clinton opposes proposition 209
Republican Bob Dole:
"You do not cure the evil of dis
crimination with more discrimina
tion."
Dole once supported affirmative
action but now opposes it, favoring
programs based on merit. "I think
now we've reached a point where we
need to move on," he said.
"What we really want to have
someday in America is a color-blind
society. Maybe we're not there yet,
but it's time to end quotas...and pref
erences and deal with merit," he said.
Dole supports Proposition 209.
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Beer drinking: A required course?
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I Weekly news for the UOP community since is

room—has the appearance of an up
scale brewpub with hardwood floors
and linen-topped tables that can seat
the 20 students in the class.
Aside from brewing and tastetesting, students also must learn the
history of beer, its ingredients and
the differences between keg and
bottled beer service.
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Competition for UOP?

UOP officials concerned about Stanislaus Stat* satellite schnnl

ALYSON LEVY

Pacifican staff writer
With incoming students at a re
cent low, UOP officials admit they are
apprehensive about the development
of a California State Stanislaus cam
pus in Stockton which opens next
year and will balloon to at least 4,200
students by the year 2010.
"We're a little worried about the
long term impact of a public univer
sity program in the same city. Gradu
ate student numbers and non-tradi
tional student numbers could de
cline," said Provost Gilbertson.
Officials plan to step up recruit
ing of non-traditional students and
develop new programs that will in
crease UOP's draw.
In the past UOP hasn't made an
effort to recruit non-traditional and
graduate students. The value of a Pa
cific education is going to have to be
well promoted now, said President
Donald DeRosa.
The new university could offer

some healthy competition for UOP
said DeRosa.
"Anything that strengthens edu
cation in the area is good for the com
munity and that's good for Pacific,"
he said.
University College Dean Donald
Dunns added, The programs most
affected by the development of the
satellite school will be those that re
cruit students from local areas.
A decrease is likely to be seen in
the School of Education, the Masters
in Business program, possibly sociol
ogy, and any program that will be du
plicated. Summer sessions and con
tinuing education could also be ef
fected.
UOP must continue to offer study
in areas that wont be offered by the
satellite site and to converse with
Stanislaus State representatives, said
Dunns.
"We are trying to develop a health
care program in conjunction with
Stanislaus, St. Joseph's, Delta College,
and the county. We need to find a

way to create and education program
for health professionals. We need to
combine resources," said Dunns.
San Joaquin County suffers from
a shortage of dental hygienists that
such a program could fulfill. The
county has expressed interest in such
a program, he said.
Pacific is also looking into the
development of distance learning. A
program in which students learn via
on-line computer or in a television
classroom.
"This could really expand the
courses we could offer. If we con
nected with Stanislaus we would be
able to offer a wider array of classes

in an area such as Modern Language
and Stanislaus could benefit from
classes we have and they don't" said
Dunns.
"I came to UOP because I had
heard that the communication de
partment there was good. But I definitely thought about going to
Stanislaus. State. It costs a lot less,"
said University College student Sotera
Baker.
The satellite center will be possi
bly be built in buildings that once
housed Stockton Developmental Cen
ter and will be ready for operation as
soon as 1997-98. The 143-year-old De
velopmental Center closed in Febru
ary due to a decrease in patient loads.

Campus Crime Report
THEFT
Where -When-Loss
A Section-Oct 4-18 speed Huffy mountain bike
Art Quonsets-Oct 4-Rockhopper Sport bicycle ($430)
Foot Bridge-Oct 4-UOP street signs (Recovered)
South Campus Gym-Oct 7-Laser printer ($1700)
Main Gym-Oct 8-Keys were stolen from a soccer game
Ritter House-Oct 9-Trek mountain bike
Alpine Ave.-Oct 9-StoIen 1988 Jeep Cherokee (Recovered)
MISCELLANEOUS
Where-When -What
Grace Covell Hall-Oct 5-Contacted a student with an open container
Grace Covell Hall-Oct 5-Intoxicated person transported to hospital
Pacific at Fulton-Oct 6-Driver arrested for drunk driving
Sports Medicine-Oct 7-Vandalism to the walls in the men's restroom
Sports Medicine-Oct 8-Gang graffiti to the walls of the men's restroom
Carter House-Oct 9-Subject was assaulted with a chain/padlock

Cal State Stanislaue already has a satellite site at Delta College

Scott Kaufmann

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public Safety Officers provided 119 hours
of foot patrol and 9 hours of bike patrol to the campus, found 10
open windows/doors, contacted 6 suspicious persons and investigated
5 suspicious circumstances. Officers also assisted 4 stranded motor
ists and provided 6 escorts.
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AIDS testing at UOP: Convgntent
gwen twist

Pacifican guest writer
Over 600 hundred UOP students
have nervously gone to Cowell Health
Center in the past two years to receive
a confidential test: It's a test which
could change the rest of their lives,
the lives of those around them, and
the lives of loved ones.
It's an AIDS test.
AIDS, which is an abbreviation for
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn
drome, has gone from being virtually
unheard of to one of the most dreaded
diseases practically over night. AIDS
has gone from something, aren't to
talk of, to something we all must be
come aware of.
UOP's Cowell Health Center is
only one of numerous testing spots
in Stockton. The health center only
began testing two years ago and al
ready reports tested numbers consis
tent with other universities through
out the nation report.
The a high turn out in such a
short time could be attributed to a
number of reasons. The fact the AIDS
virus has spread at such an alarming
rate is only one. The majority of stu
dents spoken to on campus had posi
tive experiences with what the Cowell
center had to offer.

$
"I was scared at first," said a 19
year old freshman, who asked not to
be identified. "When I first considered
testing everything attached to that
thought was negative! They just
seemed to have this way of easing my
mind and seeing it (the test) as noth
ing to worry about, just, I don't know,
sort of an everyday process, like us
ing my ATM."
A 22-year-old student stated, I
didn't know much about testing be
fore I went to the health center. I had
a lot of questions and they were able
to answer all of them."
When asked what questions stu

dents had and whether the staff at
Cowell was able to answer them, the
questions ranged and no question
went unanswered. The staff dealing
with the tests, test results, and coun
seling range from registered nurses to
an on campus doctor.
The procedure for receiving an
AIDS test is a relatively simple pro
cess. You first must make the choice
to go. From there it is a series of cloak
and dagger procedures to keep your
identity confidential. You're given a
choice, between a false name or a
code number for case verification.
The nurse draws blood, and discusses

and answers any questions you may
have.
It became apparent, with the more
students interviewed, that this, last
step, was the hardest. Waiting
"That was the worst, I couldn't
stop thinking that I had it. It felt
longer than two weeks," said a student
who wished to remain anonymous.
Results take approximately 10
days In order to receive your results
your required to listen to a fifteen
minute counseling session on ways of
dealing with the AIDS vims. This may
be the reason you can not receive re
sults over the phone.
After your counseling session your
asked for your false name or code
number and told the results of your
test. Someone then makes sure all
your questions have been answered
and tells you an approximate date for
your next test.
UOP's Cowell Heath Center is a
friendly, safe, and professional envi
ronment. It is an excellent place to
receive AIDS testing or just obtain in
formation on what, unfortunately,
has become a fact of life. The Cowell
Health Center offers testing every
Tuesday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
All tests, counseling sessions, and
appointments are purely confidential.

Crossroads serves 'mocktails* to boost sobriety
DIANA KECK
Pacifican guest writer
You have been trying to cut down
on drinking, but you want to feel
comfortable at the UOP party. Belly
up to the bar and order a "Mocktail,"
courtesy of the Crossroads program.
"I think Crossroads is one of the
best programs available to students
because of all the alternative activi
ties it offers. It givps people the op
tion of having fun without the use of
alcohol or drugs," said junior and
peer educator, Brian Salazar.
The Crossroads program is well
known for expanding alcohol and
drug-free activities, including an In
ternational Coffee House, an October
Exotic Erotic Ball and a Midnight
Madness Leap Day Festival all spon
sored through the Pacific Live Club.

"It's fun and a great way to de
velop leadership skills and become
active on campus. More importantly,
it is a way of helping out others in
stead of hindering them," said sopho
more Melissa Harris, Crossroads' pub
licity and awareness coordinator.
The Crossroads Prevention Pro
gram has been in existence for nearly
three years and is located inside the
red brick building within the Health
Center. Health Educator Ticka
Simon-Rossetto runs Crossroads
along with the invaluable support
and help of its peer educators.
"Students face many crossroads
in their lives and have to make deci
sions about which academic program
to pursue, what kind of relationships
and friendships they want to estab
lish and to what role will alcohol and
other drugs play in their lives. Cross

iTCSSEC11CN
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roads is here to help students make
healthy decisions and stay on the
right 'road' towards reaching their
academic and personal goals," said
Simon-Rossetto.
Peer Educators are a group of stu
dents living and promoting healthy
and positive lifestyles on campus.
They strive to effectively promote
wellness and educate students about
making responsible decisions regard
ing alcohol, drugs and other health
issues. There are currently a total of
15 peer educators who act as infor
mation links to other students. Peer
Educator Services provide peer assis

tance and mentoring to students who
need support making healthy deciSee crossroads page 6
41 YEARS of QUALITY
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Professors voice regrets over possible cuts
continued from page 1
"Some classes will have to remain
for other programs," said Gilbertson.
"For example, physics (courses) serve
many programs, but the physics ma
jor is under review. We will be re
viewing the major in that discipline."
Todd Strange, speaker of ASUOP's
assembly, questioned the university's
marketing plans for recruiting stu
dents into the programs that have
little enrollment.
"Considering we have a $14 mil
lion debt and programs are up for
review due to their decrease in en
rollment and the university's de
crease in enrollment, what exactly
has been done for recruitment at
UOP?" asked Strange.
Gilbertson said that there needs
to be a broad marketing of UOP as a
whole, articulating to the world what
UOP does best.
Across campus, many faculty
were also apprehensive about the fu
ture of their departments.
"My initial reaction was that I
was depressed that we are being chal
lenged in this way," said Dr. James

Heffernan, professor and chair of the
philosophy department. "But the
university always needs to look at
what its programs are doing. The
philosophy major is for those who are
intellectually restless and not satisfied
by the pre-professional majors."
Dr. Mel Thomas, professor of clas
sics is concerned about the small clas
sics major.
"The loss of the major could be a
problem if it goes that far," said Tho
mas. "It is regrettable that too little
attention is paid to the foundation of
Western culture. It is regrettable that
this comes as a fact of the economic
climate (of UOP). This program (clas
sics) is an inherent cornerstone of
quality education."
Dr. Dale McNeal, professor of bio
logical sciences, said the program re
view is necessary, but maybe unfor
tunate. He hopes that the biology
masters program will be looked at for
its quality.
"Students who have completed
the biology program have gone on to
prestigious institutions for various
, said McNeal.
doctoral degrees,"

Up close and personal with Provost Gilbertson
lorThiah SChi,ng-SdenCe Cl3SSeS at
Ac
i
•
As students learned more about

Sltyof

"For a sma11 diversity, the divermajors is a contributing factor
in students' decision to come here "

wnrHpS .0^5' severalusaid they
orried about changes to the variety
°[ pro^ams at UOP,which contribuniversity s unique education

McAllister, senior in sports
management. "By cutting programs
they are cutting away at the founda
tion of the university."
said Kate

Departments prepare to defend programs
continued from page 1
aditional meetings and forums will be
conducted accross campus to identify
and clarify the procedures which will
be followed under phase one. This
process is expected to be repeated sys
tematically over the next five years so
as to include all UOPs programs.
"Everyone's on the list," said As
sistant Professor Louise Stark, In the
Department of Electrical and Com
puter Engineering, who is assisting the
Provost's office with the review of
UOPs academic programs as chair of
the Academic Affairs committee.
Over the next week, individual
epartments have been given the

Programs

ominous task of assessing their own
programs for possible elimination or
enhancement.
Provost Gilberston said he'd hoped
certain departments would volunteer
themselves for elimination, but that
seems unlikely considering the tradi
tional climate at UOP and its
attachment to the Liberal Arts.
Departments have until Nov. i to
defend all those progarms which ap
pear on the list.
They have been asked to discuss
program review according to three
broad categories. First, to explaining
how and why their programs relate to

the University and also how they fit
with the new mission and vision state
ments which have been constructed
to guide the institution through this
arduous process.
Second, faculty have been asked
to assess the quality of a program in
terms of its size and with its available
resources.
Finally, the managment break
down requirement asks for projected
costs for the program, and requests
that an analysis of adninstrative, or
ganizational and planning effective
ness be included.
"We should offer students the op

continued from page 1

Humanities Programs
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I ernati°nal Relations Major
rnational & Regional StudiesMajor

portunity to keep their own languages
and culture," said Assistant Professor
Arturo Giraldez, who is facing, along
with his collegues, the elimation of not
just a single program or major, but the
elimination of the entire Modem Lan
guage Department. "If the University
renounces international education and
the modem languages...the quality of
the institution is going to suffer."
Added Professor and Departmant
Chair, Mari Irvin, of the Bernerd
School of Education, "Program review
is a lenghty process if it is done right...I
wonder where my energy is going to
come from."

'Model open daily
•Unique 1.2&3
bedrooms

|*Pooi/Spa

6 SO. EL DORADO
1889 W. MARCH LANE
2020 STANDIFORD AVE.

:r

" A P A k T M t ' K T S

•Park - like setting
•Fireplaces

Vv
QV 31

1 A K l s

Best Value!
Best Location11

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

STOCKTON
STOCKTON
MODESTO

943-7400
943-3523
577-BANK

NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS

j

WEB PAGE: www.pacific9tatebank.com

E MAIL: pacstate@aol.com

"Account must be properly maintained

t=r

Member FDIC

Equal Hoc ung
Opportunity
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Crossroads

events: parties, meetings, presenta
tions and special events
"Our fraternity, Alpha Kappa
Lambda, utilized Crossroads
Mocktail Services at our last big party
for people who did not want to drink
alcohol. Some people who knew
about the tasty alternative beverages
took advantage of them, said senior
Larry Huntington.
Informational presentations to
help make responsible lifestyle

continued from page 4
sions.
As part of their prevention service
to the campus community, peer edu
cators will provide "Mocktails as an
alternative to consuming alcohol at
social events on campus. These
drinks contain fresh fruits like: straw
berries, bananas, and other tropical
fruit flavors like passion fruit, mango

SUNDANCE
SPORTS
a

year-round

specialty sports shop since 1972

Headquarters for:
snowskis • snowboards
sunglasses • ski/snowboard wear
in-line skates • skateboards
streetwear • gift certificates j,.
shoes • accessories & more
sales • rentals • service
THIS WEEKEND ONLY!

SAVE UP TO

f

60% OFF

AT THE MILLION DOLLAR

PRE-SEASON SKI SALE!
SAT.
SUN.
MON.

Espresso Bar

Finest
Gourmet
Coffees

10-9
11-9
10-9

Free mounting with ski 8 binding purchase
BOND snowboard with bindings $299.99
In-line skate clearance

SKI & SNOWBOARD CLOTHING
FOR MEN • LADIES • KIDS

UP TO

NOW OPEN

OU70 OFF

LAYAWAY IS AVAILABLE

Monday - Thursday: 6 AM to Midnight
Friday: 6 AM to 1 AM • Saturday: 7 AM to 1 AM
Sunday: 7 AM to Midnight

2233 Grand Canal Boulevard • Suite 102
Call: 209-952-JAVA

OCT 26th
OCT 27th
OCT 28th

3201 W. Benjamin Holt Dr
STOCKTON
|V1S A |
Beneficial
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Fnll traditions

Two Halloween events take place
in late October on the University of
the Pacific campus.

T[! C,!"°r"Zreat escort a
<in„th/w»,
h u ,,
t

d House
will be oDentrr rf-M
<* . ^
° children and adults
Saturday, Oct. 26, form 6 to 11

n
on

Part of UOP Halloween

p.m. The UOP residence hall, located
at the corner of Stadium Drive and
Atchley Way, has hosted its evening

WHILE
SUPPLIES LAST

of ghosts and goblins for 24 years.
Admission is $1.
The Anderson Y Center will offer
student-guided trick-or-treat tours
through campus residences to chil
dren ages 7 to 12 accompanied by
adults. Games and activities will also
be part of the Halloween evening for
costumed revelers, who will meet at
Burns Tower between 6 and 8 p.m.
The Thursday, Oct. 31, event is free.
Call 946-2444 for more information.
Newspaper CEO to speak at Pacific
Business Forum
President and CEO of the Omaha
World-Herald Co. John Gottschalk
will present the firsts Pacific Business
Forum of this year on Nov. 6 at 6 p.m.
in University of the Pacific's Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
Gottschalk is active in various
civic affairs, including chairing
OMAHA 2000, a community effort to
develop a formal plan to improve K12 education.
His talk is free and open to every
one. It is sponsored by UOP's
Eberhardt School of Business.

A

lE(iza6etfi

- Smith
Hair Stylist

10% Discount

i

with UOP Student Card

i

Tat & Company
FuftService Salon

6321 Pacific (209) 477-6554

mm

this
to
IsdoramKw
treatise* fcmt FREE
Ptwmc Card with |O w&mmm
'p&pM
phosss hrtw m aiw-whrr* Is Ar ttSA

Strmi

LONDON

$265

$245
$249
$249
$308
$348
F*£S m IACM WWflOMiSAN FRNCBO MS©OH A BWW IUKHVE F/*M 00 MOT
Paris
Madrid
Guatemala
Honc^Kong
faK*»x£S0«PfG toivjnc

S3-$45. oePfWKCST«1008060oa otsmuo*31
SO

UMTM CHWCtt t*B QHCM TO KKXH GOWNMBflV

Council
National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
httptfhnvuxcieeMrtftraveLhtm

EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!
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Save the Earth!

UOP finally prepares for all cam us rec\

ELISSA LUMLEY
Pacifican staff writer
Reduce. Reuse. Recycle. These
are the bywords of the environmen
tal and recycling movements. But
until recently, they weren't used
much at UOP.
Recycling, already implemented
by many colleges in the state, is a
fairly new concept to Pacific that is
finally generating support from stu
dents, staff and administration.
"We want the students to lead the
effort," said John Stein, executive as
sistant to President DeRosa. "It is
important and worth doing because
the students are invested in the out
come."
ASUOP President Alexia Stjerne
began researching the proposed idea
last June. Stjerne visited other col
lege campuses to observe efficient
systems for recycling.
"After observing the other
schools I saw the need for UOP to
start its own recycling program this
year," said Stjerne. "I also experi
enced living on campus and saw that

we don't even have a place to recycle
a can of soda."
Existing programs must also be
addressed. ASUOP Legislative Affairs
Commissioner Tami Condon said
that some Greek houses and residence
halls have already implemented their
own recycling programs but hope
they will participate in an organized
campus-wide program.
"We are trying hard to involve
everyone," said Condon. "It makes
UOP look better since it benefits the
university and the environment as a
whole."
,
Residence halls were concerned
about the distribution of revenues
from the recycling program on cam
pus, since some residence halls rely a
great deal on the money they earn
from recycling, said Marzette.
ASUOP is spearheading the
project with encouragement from
campus staff. Dr. Tom Nelson from
the Bernerd School of Education has
been instrumental in pushing the re
cycling program due to his interest
and the progress of his pilot program
in the school of education.

The Pacifican

nogram

the idea of making money," said Stein.
"But any proceeds will go to ASUOP."
The recycling program comes in
part from a request by the City of
Stockton for the university to reduce
bulk trash by twenty-five percent, said
Stein.
"This way we are being responsive
to the community both internally and
externally," Said Stein.
Stein said that faculty and admin
istration are for the program but feel
as long as students take responsibil
ity, it will succeed.
Students react positively to the
proposed program.
"Its a brilliant idea. I'm surprised
that its taken this long to come up
with the idea," said senior Gillian
include recycling glass, aluminum
McKenzie.
cans and paper as a free service to
"It would be beneficial to the en
UOP. At the start, recycling bins will
vironment and it donates money to a
be accessible to the residence halls
good cause- UOP," said senior Eddie
and central areas on campus such as
Hernandez.
the McCaffrey Center, he said. Even
"I think it would be a really good
tually the bins will expand to vari
idea and I wonder why we didn't have
ous locations throughout campus.
one before. I think the money should
Stein anticipates that there is not
go toward campus improvement,
much money in recycling.
said sophomore Crystal Blum.
"We shouldn't go into this with

feSTng
to Stein, a program
needs to be identified first, and then
a decision will be made on a specific
recycling company with negotiation^
/-.T-tAMi-inn and proceeds.

Choose your own adventure:

Entreerenemtm r'"h 'tort5 Students on the road to aches

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

BEDS POETS!
That's right! UOP's Literary Magazine and oldest publication is
now accepting submissions for the Fall 96 poetry edition.

Bring any works of poetry, from haiku to epic,
that you wish to submit for publication to the

We are also looking for submissions for the Prose
edition of Calliope which will be published in May.
Please submit copies of your poetry (without your name on them) along with a
cover sheet containing your name, phone number, e-mail address and the
tides of your poems. This way, we can evaluate work anonymously.

We are also accepting illustrations for the Fall edition. Illustrations should be
in black and white and not bigger than five by eight inches.
For more information, please contact the English Department at
946-2121.

Some of today's most interesting
and profitable new business ideas, in
cluding the popular web browser Ya
hoo!, are being dreamed up by stu
dents.
UOP's Eberhardt School of Busi
ness is helping students achieve their
dreams to run their own businesses
with its new entrepreneurship club.
James Fiet, the newly appointed
Fletcher Jones Professor of Entrepre
neurship, said the club is designed to
teach students how to run their own
businesses by allowing them to actu
ally start their own.
"We're investigating setting up
many different businesses," he said,
adding that the types of businesses
offered were still under discussion.
Fiet said that these businesses
would not exist solely to generate
income, but would give students an
understanding of the entrepreneur
ial process as well, allowing them to
meet potential business partners.
"What may make us different
from some other clubs on campus is
that while they use business for
fundraising, we'll use it as something
to study," he said.
Club meetings are held weekly
and include informational sessions
on topics like networking, wealth cre
ation, and the role of fundamental
principles of financial planning in
financial independence.

The entrepreneurship club is one
of the features of the new entrepre
neurship center, located in Weber
Hall, which is funded by more than
$2.5 million in grants, Fiet said.
The center coordinates classes for
the entrepreneurship major, and
works with outside business interests
to provide students with educational
and service opportunities. The center
and the program work together to
prepare students to work in farm yowned businesses like those in the San
Joaquin area.
"The entrepreneurship club is one
of the vehicles we use to help s^der®
further their education, and it's a very
important part," Fiet said.
Business student Derek Mehl sai
he was interested in the practical ex
perience the club provides.
"It seems like it will provide
with a great background in the busi
ness world, and I'll be able to set my
self up after graduation," he said.
Fiet stressed that the club is op
to all UOP students, regardless o
major.
r ^ all
"We're inviting students "0I"
over the campus," he said, lis ii 8
computer science and P^ysl.
therapy among the non majors
volved in the club.
k
Club members are currently wo»
ing on their "Focus on Entrepreneu
ship" booth for the Fall Festival,
are also investigating sev
moneymaking ventures.

Margarita Alvarez
Features Editor
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Jim Belushi to sing the blues at Fall Festival

The Pacifican

miniseries for Oliver Stone and ABC.
Don't forget your shades or your
"Sahara" for Showtime as well as writ
groove when you attend Fall Festival
ing and producing HBO's "Birthday
this weekend. The main stage is re
Boy."
served on Saturday, October 26, from
It was his role in Tri-Star film
3:30 to 5 p.m. for singer and actorJim
"About Last Night" with Rob Lowe
Belushi and his band the Sacred
and Demi Moore that first brought
Hearts.
Belushi to the forefront, playing the
Belushi is expected to bring a
role he originated in Chicago Apollo
"Blues Brothers"-type review to UOP.
Theatre Center's production of David
He has often re-enacted the Blues
Mamer's Obie-Award winning play,
Brothers with Dan Ackroid, subbing
"Sexual Perversity in Chicago."
for his late brother John Belushi, who
His resume reflects a wide range
helped create the act.
of roles such as James Woods' spacey
A native of Chicago, Illinois,
DJ buddy Dr. Rock in the 1986 Oliver
Belushi attended DuPage College and
Stone film "Salvador," the mentally
Southern Illinois University where he
handicapped dishwasher in be
graduated with a degree in Speech and
friended by Whoopi Goldberg in the
Theatre Arts.
Andrei Konchalavsky film "Homer
He was a resident member of the
and Eddie,"the defiant high school
famed Second City improvisational
principal who defies drug dealers in
comedy troupe from 1078 through
"The Principal," as well as starring
1980 before launching a television and
opposite Arnold Schwarzanegger in
film career.
Walter Hills's "Red Heat."
Television writer-producer Garry
Other starring roles include "K-9,"
Marshall sawJim perform and arrange
"Curly Sue," "Taking Care of Busi
for him to come to Hollywood and coness," "Once Upon A Crime," "Mr.
star in the television pilot "Who's
Destiny," "Only The Lonely," Michael
Watching the Kids" for Paramount
Mann's "Thief," "The Man With One
and then a featuring role in "Working
Red Shoe," "Real Men," "JumpingJack
Shifts." His other television credits in
Flash," "Traces of Red," and "Seperate
clude writing and performing on "Sat
Lives."
urday Night Live," the Faerie Tale The
Belushi has had an extensive ca
atre production of Pinocchio, "Royce,"
reer off Broadway, as well as on Broad
"Parallel Lives," "Wild Palms" a
way.

Jim Belushi

Do alums assist with career planning and job searching?

Money. Majors. and More
BURTON JAY NADLER
UOP Career Services

It's late-October, and many
people are thinking seriously about
he decisions to be made in weeks
ahead. No, I'm not referring to what
candy to give trick-or-treaters, or
T H* costume to wear. I'm referring
0 decisions associated with majors,
c-ers, and, yes, job search goals.
When pondering these issues, fo
cus on the fact that UOP is not just
an institution of brick, mortar, and
y "Covered walls. In many ways it is
a family of brothers and sisters (classa.es and friends now here), father
mother figures (faculty and ad^hators), and older sibling role
models or know-it-all in-laws (you
8 essed it, alumni). Traditionally
mmni have had major impact on the
nin8 and j°b search efforts
nf
°fUOP students.
Alumni share career biographies

regarding this practice come from
are encouraged to seek consideration
alumni who are not contacted to
when Andersen returns this spring for
share their tiger tales.
post-graduation opportunities and for
With increasing regularity,
summer internships.
alumni post jobs
It is through
through Career Ser
alumni like those
vices or offer intern
who
work
for
ships through the Co
Andersen that jun
op and Intern Program.
iors, seniors and
For example, Andersen
soon-to-be grads
Consulting recently in
from a variety of dis
terviewed on campus.
ciplines (MBAs this
The interviewer was an
means you) can be
alumnus and the greetconsidered for excit
ing and highly selec
ers were both alumni.
tive opportunities. If
This organization and
you are a Senior or
as others are eager to
will complete your
interview as many
graduate studies this
qualified candidates as
Spring, and you will
possible.
be an "active" job
But first, they must Burton Nadler
seeker, resumes and registration forms
receive resumes and, when appropri
must be provided Career Services
ate, cover letters. Those with strong
research, quantitative, analytical, and ASAP! While some.on-campus inter
views are taking place in weeks ahead,
writing skills, no matter the major,

the quantity of registered candidates
and quality of resumes will effect our
potential to attract recruiting organi
zations in the spring.
Of course, during the exciting
events of this weekend, we encour
age you to conduct informal "infor
mation conversations" (if this rhym
ing phrase doesn't sound familiar re
fer to last week's column). Ask what
returning alumni are doing. Collect
business cards! Don't simply ask for
help. Ultimately, if you can describe
what current employees do in func
tional terms, you can develop and
implement strategies to find similar
jobs.
In an effort to facilitate similar
activities and allow you to gain the
credits required to graduate over
January Term, we are offering "Weeks
Of Work." WOW (acronym, get it?)
is a course which will require you to
write,a resume and cover letter, conSee lobs paqe 10
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Students get
VANESSA TIYAAMORNWONG
Pacifican guest writer
"Doing an internship really helped
me a lot. It helped me figure out what I
am going to do when I graduate and it
put things in perspective. I made
enough connections through network
ing so that I can choose where I want to
go after I graduate," said Carrie
Gulbransen, a senior communication
major with a minor in business.
Gulbransen participated in an in
ternship with WB Television, a division
of Warner Bros., in Burbank, California.
Her duties were performed in the talent
relations area of the publicity depart
ment. Warner Bros, offered Gulbransen
the opportunity to attend theTelevision
Critics Association Conference in Janu
ary, the main event in which all major
networks participate.
"Getting an internship is an oppor
tunity to gain experience and be a step
ahead of those without internship
knowledge," said Gulbransen. She rec
ommends getting an early start in try
ing to find an internship that suits your
needs because sometimes opportunities
fall through and you need to allow your-

The Pacifican

» hrpak in the entertainment business

Si D l 6 3 K 111

t i lC

self enough
time to continue the
search.
" T h e
thing
I
learned is
that when
you go into
the enter
tainment
industry, ev
eryone is
looking for
—
Carrie Gulbransen (left) and Helen Johnson (right).
their next
job. People
.. .
sire to work in the entertainment indusare constantly networking and trying to
^ Johnson, also a senior, is a
get ahead and it's definitely fast-paced
rya mjnor in music.
and exciting," said Gulbransen.
business pupated in an internship
Gulbransen has greatly benefited
J°hnsm p^ P
^ York. Her title
JLLUIIl
l •
from part p ^ g ***
^
thai
ship program.She is now confident that
she has chosen the right profession and
the internship she took part in helped
to play a major role in her decision. Be
ing at work, even as an intern, made
me realize that I definitely want to be
in the entertainment industry," said
Gulbransen.
Gulbransen is not alone in her de-

was Assistant to the Vice President of
Sales.
Johnson's duties included various
administrative duties, but her favorite
task was to help put together weekly
reports called SoundScan, which shows
what the record sales are throughout the
country in each musical category, such
as R&B.

Johnson is obtaining a min<
minor in
music and is contemplating doing an
other internship in radio because in the
music industry, it looks good to know
both ends - the radio end and the in
dustry/business end," said Johnson.
"My main goal this summer was to
network and I accomplished it. I asked
questions about the industry and how
to excel in it, and by doing this I met
many people," said Johnson. She, too,
feels that her participation in the Co
op/Internship program has been ex
tremely beneficial. "An internship is al
ways a good experience. It may be hard
work throughout the time you spend
there but it is really worth it in the end
because in this industry, they try to weed
you
out by putting
yuu uui
o you
ii . - -; * • through
~ hard'
.
.
.
o o c l i t T A T l l l n ^ \ 7
ships; but, just stick to it and it will pay
off," said Johnson.
Johnson's internship allowed her
the opportunity to meet various artists,
including D'Angelo, Pat Benatar, and
Milla Jovovich. However, she feels that
it is more important to get to know the
company executives because they will
be more beneficial once you are look
ing for employment.
A

Creeks

Greeks, out and about on campus
'

KRISTIN HAZARD
Vice President of Public Relations
Delta Delta Delta
Last week, the ladies of Delta Delta
Delta had their annual scholarship
dress dinner. At this dress dinner, we
acknowledge our members who have
exibited scholastic acheivement. We
would like to thank all of our faculty
and guests for joining us at this event.
Last week, we finished our first

lobs
continued from page 9

duct information conversations with
alumni, shadow people on the job,
and complete externship activities in
three short weeks.
For more information on the
course, contact me at Career Services
or call Lifelong Learning at 946-2424.
Hey, that "networking or not work
ing" phrase comes to mind again
(next week's column, I promise!)
Yes, alumni help us with and take
advantage of our efforts at Career Ser
vices. We encourage currently en
rolled students as well as recent and
not-so-recent alums to use our valu
able resources in appropriate ways.
Alumni can fax resume drafts and
we can conduct "tele-critiquing" as
well as "tele-counseling," educating
and motivating over the phone. I
have connected via BNadlerts'aol.com
with several job seekers far from

. .
i season.
— Wo
<-n-rpr
intramural
We played co-rec
soccer with Pi Kappa Alpha and we
took first place in flag football. We
would like to thank the men of Pi
Kappa Alpha for playing soccer with
us. It was a lot of fun.
This week, we are participating in
Greek Week. We wish all of the frater
nities and sororities participating in
the events luck and we hope that ev
eryone has a great time throughout
the week.

Stockton. Those who subscribe to or
receive The Pacifican from friendly
students still in Stockton will see
weekly highlights of a few of the
many entry level jobs posted at our
office. In fact, we currently have sev
eral pharmaceutical sales, merchan
dising and marketing, and engineer
ing opportunities posted. Call (209)
946-2361 if interested. Better yet, reg
ister as an "active job seeker" or a "cu
rious career building." Then, we keep
alumni resumes on file, forward in
formation when appropriate, and
share resumes with interested em
ployers. To complete an Alumni Job
Seeker Registration form stop by our
display at the Fall Festival, visit our
office, or call so we can fax a form.
Until next week, remember
"you're a student for a few years, but
an alumnus for life." Thanks Terrise
Giovinazzo for your words and deeds!

We would like to
tc congratulate Al
pha Phi on their progress and we wish
their new members the best of luck
with the new chapter.
Alpha Kappa Lambda
HEY! The windows are in and the
roof is on our new house. The dry wall
is going up right now. Actually, by the
time this is printed, it will probably
be complete. The move-in date is
quickly approaching. Our chef is get

ting the kitchen ready for the first
meals. We will be giving tours after we
move in, so almost anyone interested
can see what it looks like from the in
side. The Alpha Kappa Lambda house
is the first building on campus with
suite-style living.
In other news, our teams have
made it to intramural finals this week.
A lot of us went to Tahoe for the week
end and everyone won incredible
amounts of cash.

1997 CLASS GIFT

Don't forget to support your class gift'You can help by donating $19.97 or
whatever your budget will allow.
We just want you to be counted!!

Call 946-2500
for more information!
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The date rape equation
RITA ROMNEY
LOP Outreach Coordinator

date rape are quite complex. Most
commonly it involves misread signals
and uncommunicated expectations.
College campuses across the na
First of all, according to researchers,
tion find more and more students
the crossed communication may be
falling victim to date or acquaintance
gin with the way men and women
are sexually conditioned in our cul
rape.
ture.
In fact, it is occurring at an alarm
ing rate. Some researchers suggest
In a study at Kent State Univer
that date and acquaintance rape may
sity, men who forced sex were found
account for 70 percent of all sexual
to be more likely to view a certain
amount of aggression as a normal part
assaults.
The problem appears to be most
of a sexual relationship. Men were
visible on college campuses, where as
also more prone to believe that
many as one in five women may ex
women don't really mean it when
perience some type of physical or psy
they say "no." Although this is slowly
chological sexual coercion for un
changing, our culture has also vali
wanted sex.
dated women who are passive, coy,
What exactly is date rape and
or seductive. Given this perspective,
how can it be avoided?
it may not be surprising that men
Date rape has been defined as the
make the assumption that "no" mean
"yes."
act of forcing sex on a date. It is
grounds for legal prosecution in a
Experts suggest that women can
court of law. Beyond this, date rape
reduce their risk of becoming victims
is a violation of trust forced on the
of date rape by being clear about their
victim by someone the victim knows
sexual limits early on and using a di
and knows rather well.
rect approach when communicating
In fact, it has been suggested that
those limits. Be certain about the men
in most cases the victim and perpe
these feelings are shared with.
trator have know each other for a year
Don't drink too much or use
or longer. Acquaintance rape is more
drugs on a date. If you are a man,
broad, since it often involves a sexual
realize that when your date says "no,"
assault by a friend, co-worker, or ca
she means "no." This includes any
sual acquaintance,
unwanted
em
such as a friend of
braces, or touching.
a friend.
Respect your date's
In contrast to
Date and
right to turn down
"pes involving
sex, or other un
acquaintance rape
strangers, where
wanted contact
weapons
and
may account for
and don't confuse
threats of physical
your feelings of
70
percent
of
all
violence are com
self-worth with
sexual assaults.
monly used to sub
whether or not you
due the victim,
"scored." One last
te
and
word of caution.
acquaintance rapists typically use psyRohypnol and other drugs have typi
cally been used to subdue a potential
sfm °*[ica* pressure, physical
victim of date rape. Rohypnol, known
•
' or an insinuation that sex
® desired Payment for a night out
on the street as "roofies," is 10 to 20
°n the town.
times more powerful than Valium.
This tranquilizer is said to be color
aliv?1te and accluaintance rape usuless, odorless, and tasteless. To ma
weekpnHPl3ACe in late-night hours on
nipulate someone by the use of
is s^h ?
estimated 80 percent
o occur in the man's residence,
Rohypnol or similar drugs now auto
matically imposes a 20 year prison
or d 'mPortant to note that alcohol
commonly figure into the
datp
e<luation' and usually both
Dartip
are involved. The causes of

TEAM LEGENDS

EUROPE $239

SCREENPRINTING

a little flexible and
save $$$

EMBROIDERY

Be

ruinations worldwide.

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!

Is this date rape?
sentence on the perpetrator follow
ing a rape conviction. Even posession
of this illegal drug with no proven
intent can put one behind bars for
up to three years.
If you've been raped contact the
Cowell Health Center Counseling
Department at 946-2315 or simply
walk in. The Health Center is open
24 hours a day.

'PCaleb
s4*t planed
S^afrfec
466-5534

Nappy
Halloween!

^TCH® 1-800-834-9192
^hitch@netnnm .com
-

-

r-aT2Q17415

JOIN US AT OUR NSW LOCATION

4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
209/46$-2474 FAX:209/4694589

1465 WEST MARCH LANE
STOCKTON, CA 95207
(209) 952-7286 • 95-BRAVO

565 E. HARDING WAY StOCKfON, CA

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

THURS Open Mike
Jam Session
FRI & SAT Classic
Rock "n Roll,
Dancing
DRINK SPECIALS
7628 Pacific Ave. 957-3081
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Snap Updates

Dishing out the dirt

her lawyer, decided to countersue
Felicia, Tom, and Mac. Ned encour
aged Sonny to go after Jax, hoping
ALL MY CHILDREN: Belinda
the confrontation would shoot then
blasted Noah for his attitude toward
both down. Brenda returned from
Rose. Meanwhile, Grady threatened
Brooklyn with
Rose
until
news of the
Brooke
and
birth of Lois
Adam scared
and Ned's baby.
him off. Erica
Lucky was un
told Skye she
aware
that
fears someone
Stefan was his
might crack the
Timmoria com
Jonathan Kinder
puter game op
mystery. Later,
ponent. Wait
Jack told Erica a
To See: Bobbie
witness saw her
faces a shock
with Kinder. De
ing truth.
ducing Marian
ONE LIFE
was the tipster,
TO LIVE: After
Erica and Janet
trying to make
made unnerving
amends with
phone calls to
Blair,
Todd
Marian remind
learned
of
ing her that
Kevin
and
JAnet had killed
Cassies's scoop
in the past.
about Alex. He
When Bobby de
and Blair then
fended Kelsey
got a front page
against taunting
scoop of their
classmates, she
own with Asa
reconsidered her
aggreeing to
stand against the
talk about the
a n n u l m e n t . Gloria on ALL MY CHILDREN.
phony preg
Wait To See: Can
nancy.
Marty
and
Patrick
realized
Marian survive the crowbar "attack"?
Carlo's
clue
about
"Irish
Air"
is
a song
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo stunned
which may be in Siobhan's book
Hope by saying he suspected Franco
which was old to an antique dealer.
killed Andre and attacked Jill. Franco
Dorian agreed to Elliot's plea that she
refused to stand in a lineup wearing
have Cassie get Kevin out of town in
the blue contacts because he said they
exchange for finding out was going
were irritating his eyes. Jennifer al
on. Later, Carlo gave Elliot the hyp
most bought Daniel's insistence that
nosis trigger that will make Viki kill
Peter is a good guy until she saw an
Kevin. Wait To See: A helpless Elliot
envelope in Daniel's pocket that was
prepares for the worst.
in Peter's possesion earlier. With
Kristen facing exposure for her scam
pregnancy, and Marlena complied a
list of Kristen's crimes, Stefan urged
Kristen to marry John immediately
without telling anyone in advance.
Vivian agreed to help Sami fight the
annulment from Austin in return for
something she needed to do. Wait To
UOP NIGHT
See: Franco jeopardizes Shawn's
Every
Thursday 7:00-11:00
safety.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Felicia re
Live Music 8:00 to 11:00
considered pressing charges against
no cover charge
Kevin, while Lucy, on the advice of
UOP Discounts 7:00 to 11:00

KING FEATURES

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048

The Personal Touch
• Embroidery
• Screenprinting
• Fraternity Lettering

Your
Garments
or ours

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

community relations, program design
event planning and marketing. Youth
programs offer exceptional ways to
, ,
make a difference one-on-one. Cen.
The Anderson Y Center sdynamu
^ Management is a first hand expert
student staff, volunteers and innova^q{ working in a small non-profit
tive programs make it UOP s bndge be
environment.
tween the campus and the commu
students working with the AYC
nity.
.. at address
whether it's for a four-hour field study
AYC sparks programs that aaares
^^ a program director, enjoy a range
the spectrum of diverse lifestyles tnar riences
that fit most any schedaYC also offers access to the won:
is the wonder of the central valley o
world
uie. AYC
California. Students, faculty, and urn^wQrk
linkages with businesses
staff have
non
-profit agencies and government.
government
versity stan
nave looked to .the ld
non-profit

PEGGY ROSSON
Anderson Y

since 1879 for insight into tne woriu
of service.
f
Among the many programs orfered through the AYC are'lutemng m
the Community, Tudor House, Par
ners in Education, Center Manage
ment, Clearinghouse/Outreach, Cel
ebrate Diversity and Training and De
velopment.
Involvement with AYC programs
involvement
tirifn
is
great way
with
LB a
d FCICAT
VYU; to
VW get acquainted
—-Iyour new home away from home, ror
example, Celebrate Diversity provides
extraordinary opportunities in leader
ship development strategic planning.

^ AyC is a member association of
Youth Service California, the San
ioaquin Volunteer Council, the YWCA j
^
and ^
the yMCA
YMCA.
An integral part of college life t
the growth that comes from experi
ences outside of the classroom—learn
ing through service. The AYC provides
for just that kind of experience coupled
™^~
^faction of
mak•Au
nf maL
ersonal catfcfarrinn
ust a
ing the
the world
world jjust
a little
little better.
better.
To learn more about the AYC and
its world of service visit the UOP web
site and click on AYC.

$5.50 Pitchers
Food Specials
Bring College I.D.

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Thurs 11:30 to 11:00
Fri-Sat 11:30 to 12:00

Sunday Champagne Brunch
10:00 to 2:00

157 W. Adams
948-ALES
Just off Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile,
Behind Baskin Robbins

Kumpira Khieu (student leader) at Partners in Education, Summer o f 9 -

David Ottenfeld
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Opinion Editor

946-2114

Top T en List

HIUAKUHNKA

NEW INSURANCE.
POLICY FOR YOU.

Top Ten Most
Desirable Things
At UOP

ITCCVBSDWUGS.
*0*WITCNKTER

- FLOODING

10. A parking space
within a mile o f
campus.

Cu. UU-

9. A cancelled test.
8. Drinking at
Jimmy's and not
puking.
EDITORIAL

[They say cut back, we say fight back!'

Ready for Fall Festival? Don't put your party hats oi
ut yet. Some of your favorite academic courses anc
|rograms are about to get eliminated.
More than 60 programs are on the chopping block
e proposed cuts strike hard at the academic discipline;
iat make UOP so diverse and attractive to potentia
"dents.
^ As students of UOP we have always been supported
^ro^essors at UOP are among the worsl
n
' ! ™ country and yet they stay at Pacific because
y ove us, our campus atmosphere and the low pre
ssor to student ratio.
e
lw3 Rowing departments are just some that are
lonm ^ lodgments from the academic almighty: envi
es VV-M studies' philosophy, religious studies, physoreitm i SCiences' bfock studies. If students want to study
,orts h an§uages they will have to renew their pass'acifir ^JSC dleir maIors will no longer be offered at
ion of h) d ^th all the talk of diversity, the eliminaFurth Studies Would further limit diversity at UOP.
ag intp H™016' we have to wonder if students are betadent? °?lly ^ePt In the dark. Sure, there is a lack of
vement/ and students are not voicing their
lisconte n
uvoiven?
the proposed changes. But this lack of
he jSSu*e ent could be a lack of publicity surrounding
The
ould be^th1131^ reason that students are not reacting
annn 3t ^ey are unaware. After all, the meeting
astThursdnCed a^er
Pnbhcation of The Pacifican
Was being h
we could not alert students that
faajlty had some advance notice this
kcorT
g. students were ignored until the last minute,

then given little notice of a meeting held last Monday.
The administration picked the huge the huge
McCaffrey Theater for the event so that the hundreds of
empty seats would show student apathy. In our view, it
was remarkable that as many as 35 students even found
out about the meeting so that they could attend.
The student session could have been held at the regu
lar Monday night meeting of ASUOP. But then the ad
ministration might have to face sharp questions about
its plans.
If this were the 1960s, we'd be urging students to set
up picket lines, oppose the program cuts and back the
faculty members whose jobs might be lost. Thirty years
ago, our parents would be chanting, "They say cut back,
we say fight back!" But this is the 1990s. And this is UOP.
And that isn't our style.
However, it is time for Pacific students to support
the faculty that supports small class sizes and diverse
class offerings. Provost Gilbertson has agreed to hold an
other meeting with students to answer questions and
accept feedback. Hopefully he'll allow enough time to
publicize the meeting, and we'll do all we can to keep
you informed.
The administration has done a poor job of making
the case for change and explaining why this is neces
sary. We deserve a better explanation.
We have already lost 200 students with the removal
of our football team. How far will enrollment have to
drop before the administration stops cutting the pro
grams that draw students to UOP?
With tuition numbers down, deficit numbers up,
football gone program review beginning, and the ax lurk
ing, this winter holiday might be your last in Stockton.

7. Something to
write home about.
6. A class that
doesn't put you to
sleep.
S. A clean cup by
the keg.
4. Drunk vulnerable
people.
3. An A+ on a test
you didn't study for.
2. A name to go
with a face.
1. Original top ten
lists.
Compiled by:
Carrie Gulbransen

Opinion
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How Do You Feel About Classes Getting Cut?

"You gotta trim the fat."
Scott Kilpatrick

"It sucks because there's only
nine people in my poetry class,
and Dr. Tedards kicks a—.
Hillary Lannan

"It sucks. I have three classes
with under 10 people."
Cassandra Lavelle

"I definitely don't think it's a good
thing. The student to teacher ratio
is very important."
Ned Collins

Letters to the Editor

KPAC promotions cover campus
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
Pacifican feature article about KPAC
dated October 10, 1996. Although
the student radio station appreciates
the recognition given by your writer,
we would like to clarify a few points.
In addition to being broadcast on
Tiger TV, Channel 2, KPAC is avail
able on the radio in a very limited
number of locations on campus. Stu
dents should be able to tune in to
KPAC on 530 AM in South West Hall
and the McCaffrey Center. The AM
transmission system has had techni
cal difficulties for several years, and
rather than repair it entirely, KPAC
has devoted its limited resources to
ward the pursuit of an FM system.
A current listing of all DJ's and
shows is posted inside the ASUOP of

fice. In addition, a program guide will
be mailed to all students living on
campus later this semester.
I would also like to question the
basis of the quote by Dr. Alan Ray stat
ing that "KPAC has not been pro
moted properly." Actually, KPAC has
one of the most creative and notice
able recurrent advertising campaigns
on campus. Currently, KPAC flyers
with catchy slogans and retro photos
are plastered all over campus. Also,
KPAC has hosted a number of public
events, including contests and the
"Hot Lunch" live broadcast hour held
every Thursday last spring. This se
mester KPAC can be found in the
McCaffrey Center during Pacific Hour
for CD and T-shirt giveaways.
During the past year KPAC has
undergone many organizational im
provements. Many of these changes

i&c

&

-qV

are not directly visible to students,
however within the next year KPAC
will be making many new additions
to the campus community. Some of
these objectives include the switch to
an FM frequency and a KPAC Festi
val featuring live performances by
local bands.
We appreciate all the students,

faculty and staff who have supported,
us and continue to support us in the
midst of a station paradigm shift. Be
patient; we're working hard to bring
you "The Fabulous Sounds of Now.'
Sincerely,
Josh Highland
KPAC Program Director

Fitness center serves campui
Dear Editor,

In response to the article "UOP
Athletic Center lacks main compo
nent: Members," some clarification is
in order. There are times when stu
dent usage is low (during peak class
time) as indicated by the photo ac
companying the article, but Fall 1996
membership stands at 630 students.
In addition, there are 250-300 ath
letes who use the facility, the major
ity of whom are not on scholarship,
as incorrectly believed by Mr.
Krishnan. This shows usage of the
Baun Fitness Center to be about 900
students or approximately 25% of the
student population.
Furthermore, the Baun Fitness
Center does not receive any funding
via student tuition. It is funded by the
user fee and some salary expenses
paid by the Department of Athletics.
The Baun Fitness Center is open
a total of 80 hours per week. The cen
ter is available for student usage 100%
of these hours. The free weight area
is restricted to athletic usage a total
of only 9 hours per week. This repre
sents 11.25% of total operating hours
where any restrictions are placed on
students.
.; T j It is important to note that by

NCAA regulations, athletes are lim
ited to the number of hours they at
allowed to participate in strength aw
conditioning activities. If we did no
restrict usage of the free weight are
to athletes at certain times, it woul
be impossible to stay within th
NCAA regulations and still maintat
the quality of our programs.
Pacific is one of the few institi
tions in the country where the Inte
collegiate Division 1 weight rooi
also serves as the campus student fi
ness center. Yet, the BFC is used 1
student athletes about 11% of its b
tal operating hours. The Departing
of Sport Sciences uses the facility
conduct activity classes (aerobic
weight training, and segments
Team Sports) and labs (Kinesioloi
and Heart, Exercise and Nutritioi
And yet, BFC members have accc
to the facility 100% of its operatii
hours for recreation. In encomp3
ing all these activities, the BF
though not perfect, serves the car
pus community well.
Sincerely,
John D. McBride
Head Strength Coach
Fitness Center Director

Cardigans get r6ady for fall with now music
danceable pop with
floating violin and flute
backups.
The song "Never Re
cover" is reminiscent of
movie music from the
60's and 70's.
Throughout all the
peppy, wandering tunes
is Nina Persson's infec
tious voice. She uses the
lyrics to make sounds
with Her voice in a fresh,
bubbly way.
Persson in "Happy
Meal II" sings in a voice
that's crystal clear, "No
one can be happier than
me," and you really be
lieve her.
With their 60's psy
chedelic sound, The
Cardigans definitely are
one of the first good
things in the pop world,
even if they aren't really
the first band on the
moon.

Catherine Wheel
"Like Cats
and Dogs"
two stars

oeen providing pop fans with catchy times for the past seven years.

SERRIERE
guest writer

Blue
Ocean Blue"
iars
PAi pop band

n e w re l e ase
'he ri
n
B
lue" ,his
Th««n
**
catch".° f S ° n g S

guitarist
to this
g recording.
and

ist

borin
ln

verve

Probably the best tune,
"Whenever You're Around," is
upbeat pop with a definitive
American sound. The newest
member of the band, Oed
Ronne, has some great guitar
licks in "Out Here."
Besides those two songs,
however, the new recording is
definitely ordinary.
Check out some of their older
stuff instead: "The Ocean Blue"
(1989), "Cerulean" (1991), and
"Beneath the Rhythm and
Sound" (1993).
• j > i . • • : t", ti'i roi

i

The Cardigans
"First Band on
the Moon"
(Mer cury)
three stars
New from Sweden and defi
nitely hot is the pop quintet, The
Cardigans.
Their latest album, "First
Band on the Moon," combines a
60's pop band sound with 90's
lyrics and beat.
"Your new Cuckoo", the first
track on the album, combines

Catherine Wheel,
the British rock quartet,
has just released an al
bum consisting of intro
spective tunes recorded
that have never ap
peared on their previous albums.
Singer/guitarist
Rob
Dickinson says about the album:
"Instead of just doing a hodge
podge collection, we thought we
had a unique opportunity to em
phasize this other contemplative
mood we have been working with
all along."
The album tries to flow, but I
still get the feeling that the songs
don't all really go together. "Heal
2" and "Tongue Twisted" are
probably the only songs I would
deem listenable and hummable.
Their third full-length album,
,")-jappy Days," cameput in 1996,

Arts ft
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Entertainment
Movie review

A fresh perspective

Hackman saves 'Chaml

If you ask for directions,
prepare for the worst

The author —or is it?
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Pacifican guest writer
A very wise Resident Assistant
across the hall once told me: "You
are not a freshman; you are a firstyear student!"
Over the last several weeks, I
have found this bit of advice to be
quite profound.
I have found that if you say you
are a freshman, everyone's response
to every question you ask is, "Oh, no
wonder you don't know. You are a
freshman."
I don't particularly mind this
comment, rude as it may be. But I
do mind the little smirk on the
upperclassman's face as he (or, as is
the case most of the time, she) gives
you directions to a place on campus,
such as Bannister Hall.
I mind the smirk because nine
times out of ten, instead of being di
rected to Bannister Hall, I am told
how to get to the South Campus

HOLIDAY
( I N I N1 \

The Pacific

S

6262 WEST LANE - 955-5680
Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales Available at the Box Office
THE ASSOCIATE

PG13

FRI-SUN: (12:00. 2:30. 5:00) 7:35,10:05
MON-THUR: (2:30. 5:00) 7:35.10:05

HIGH SCHOOL HIGH

PG13

FRI-SUN: (11:45. 1:45. 3:45.5:45) 7:45. 9:45
MON-THUR: (1:45. 3:45. 5:45) 7:45. 9:45

TO GILLIAN ON HER 37TH BIRTHDAY
FRI-SUN: (11.50.1:50. 4:15) 7:20, 9:30
MON-THUR: (1.50. 4:15) 7:20. 9:30
THINNER

PG13

R
FRI-SUN: (12:05. 2:15. 4:45) 7:15. 9:40
MON-THUR: (2:15. 4:45) 7:15. 9:40

JOSHUA POWELL
Pacifican staff writer

Hr» not
nr know it is
classrooms. Rnf
But TI do
the South Campus until I get there.
As most of you know, South Campus
is nowhere near Bannister Hall.
This only happened to me once,
and that was the first week of school.
Actually, let me clarify; it was the third
day of school. But rest assured, I am
probably not the only freshman who
has been directed to some uncivilized
area of UOP in hopes of getting where
he wants.
My first impression of college life
was one of luxury and freedom. After
all, I had meals prepared for me, there
were maids constantly cleaning the
halls, and I had no one yelling at me
to do my homework or to go to bed
at a decent time.
Then my first biology test grade
arrived. At first I thought it was a joke,
and then I knew I had to give up my
freedom of doing whatever I wanted
and get down studying.
It seems everything I do revolves
around one question: "Do I have
enough time to study and prepare?"
But I guess that is what college life is
all about—if it isn't, would somebody
please tell me another way? And
when I mean another way, I mean
another way of getting A's?
Lately, though, I have found that
the best way to get enough studying
done, as well as to get some time to
sleep, is to study a little bit every night
and then review. With each passing
day, I am finding that college is much
different, and much harder than high
school. There can be no more study
ing twenty minutes for the first time
the night of the class final.
But back to my main point of
luxury and freedom. You can throw
out the luxury part—there are little
pink ants everywhere in the bath
rooms, and are the toilets ever
flushed? No. (That is just the boys'
bathroom; I couldn't tell you about
the girls'.)
Freedom was shot through the
foot when I received my first grade in
biology. I have no freedom except
between two and seven in the morn
ing. But then, I am sleeping at that
time, so I really don't.
Otherwise... college is grrreat!
^

CittcmaCal'Lnterprisi\>

PLAZA CINEMA

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

^

478-5965

BARGAIN MATINEES DAILY ALL SEATS S3.75 UNTIL 6 PM
SLEEPERS

R
FRI-SUN: (12.20.12:50. 3:40,4:10) 7:00.

rDOU3LE

7:30. 10:00.10:25
MON-THUR: (3:40. 4:10) 7:00.7:30,10:00
GHOST AND THE DARKNESS
FRI-SUN: (11.35. 2:05. 4:35)7:05.9:35
MON-THUR: (2:05. 4:35)7 05, 9:35

TWO DAYS IN
THE VALLEY

R

(R) 1:00,6:15,9:30
M-F: 9:30 only

EXTREME
MEASURES

INDEPENDENCE DAY
FRI-SUN: (12:45,4:05) 7 10. 9:50
MON-THUR: (4:05) 710, 9:50

SHOWTIMES ARE GOOD FOR 10/25/96 - 10/31/96

FEATURE

^

(R) 3:00,7:15
5FF: 7:15only

DOUBLE FEATUSE^

ALASKA
(PG) (matlnMS) 12:45,2:50,5:00
M-F: 7:00 only

A TIME TO KILL
(R) 7:00,9:45
M-F: 9:16 only

Not since "Natural Born Killers"
has Hollywood witnessed such a
script butchering as "The Chamber."
After paying a record $3.75 mil
lion for William Goldman's screen
play, producer Ron Howard turned
over directorship to James Foley.
Foley, in turn, decided to rewrite the
script (much like Oliver Stone decided
to do with Quentin Tarantino's script
for "Natural Born Killers").
At that point John Grisham, who
wrote the novel on which the film is
based, had long since turned his back
on the project. The result was a wa
tered down escapade in which
Goldman's original brilliance, not to
mention Grisham's, is buried under
poor dialogue and even poorer act
ing.
At the center of the film is Chris
O'Donnell, who plays Adam Cayhall,
a young lawyer who gets himself as
signed defend his estranged grandfa
ther on death row.
The grandfather, Sam Cayhall
(Gene Hackman), faces death in the
gas chamber for racist terrorist acts
he performed with fellow members
of the Ku Klux Klan.
Adam struggles to save his admit
tedly guilty client from death but also
fights to reach peace with the grand
father he cannot love or understand.
This much was provided by John
Grisham and though his books seem
to hit the screen faster than they hit
the book store, his knack for clever
plots is still sound.
O'Donnell delivers his lines as
though he read them right before
stepping in front of the camera
(which he probably did). Foley appar
ently did rewrite after rewrite and it
shows.
After I watched Goldman's "The
Ghost and the Darkness," the parts
that work beautifully in "The Cham
ber" seemed to have his name all over
them.
The parts that don't work, such
as Adam's "Mr. Smith Goes to Wash
ington" speech at the courthouse,
have the unmistakable odor of an
amateur. Though O'Donnell makes
Adam likeable, only when he works
with Hackman can his character have
any real life.
On the other hand, not all actors
are able to survive with Goldman's
level of depth.
Faye Dunaway makes a horren
dous appearance in "The Chamber"
as Sam's alcoholic daughter who can't
come to terms with her father's past.
Though Goldman gives her charac
ter spectacular opportunities to inves
tigate her growing insanity, Dunaway

gives up, resorting to lots of
and arm waving.
Even in what is probably
scene in the film, in which Du
character, Lee, finally visits hi
in prison, the strength of the
can be attributed entirely to
man. As the aging, racist n
Gene Hackman gives a truly j
performance.
Though Hollywood is.
out death penalty dramas
score, none have Goldman's
genius.
For example, in "Dead Man
ing," Sean Penn finally purges
self of the guilt and pain hefi
his redemptive sobby scene ji
fore his death.
Hackman gets no such sci
is not a likeable character and)
forces us to feel for him withli
derstated performance.
Sam's struggle isn't truly l
accepting his sins and facinghis IRIS
He knows both of those intim dfii
His journey is in breaking thet*
of his racist upbringing ant lb
warped past.
As he awaits execution, San mt
just that by tearing off the Klanl ssh
let he wore, unshackling himsti ink
ever from the hate that filled h- me
His realization that hate andp Tt
dice had destroyed his family? iy i
a powerful revelation.
When he is finally confront tec
his daughter, the scene reaches i k
erful peak as Sam absolves L« h
sponsibility in the acts he had hi
mitted. His redemption is s*M
because his journey seems haw »
Also making a competent ap
ance is Lela Rochon, who pwjj
government puppet who tries"
Adam in his quest. Her best!1
may have found its way to tn
ting room floor, however, astn
concludes with what muSt
most abrupt and nonsensical
of the season.
. ,
Also keep an eye out for w
son (of football and baseball ^
he makes an appearance a
main guard. To be honest,
know acting.
u
Definitely see "The Chaml*
video.

I

"The

Chamber

Rated R

two stars
This movie is
He onlyi*
mam Dotit,

let the humble exterior fool you; inside of Dave Wong's is a beautiful restaurant with delicious food.

m4aurant

Scott Kaufmann

review

ave Wong's Chinese food: Looks can be deceiving
IISTINA FLOWERS

Scan staff writer
have passed Dave Wong's many
I while driving down Pershing.
J the outside, it is a small, unimlive, Chinese restaurant that
Iks into the background next to
|eon Blockbuster sign,
ne outside of the building is not
|inviting and the location is
vhat outside the heavily traf1 areas.
fact, I was always somewhat
red by the sign attached to the
•want that reads "Chinese deli."
ss I tend to think that a deli
J serve turkey sandwiches and
1 chips, not Chinese food.
Regardless, this weekend I was
|ng Chinese food and Iremem

bered Dave Wong's. As I approached
the restaurant,Iexpected the interior
to be small and dumpy, maybe with
plastic feeling booths and mis
matched tea cups.
However, I was pleasantly sur
prised whenI entered the restaurant
to find a beautiful lobby which led
into many spacious dining rooms.
Hidden inside Dave Wong's
humble exterior is a simple, elegantly
decorated Chinese restaurant. Each of
the dining areas is dimly lit and
adorned in dark browns, blacks and
greys in Oriental patterns.
Not only did the dinnerware
match, but the napkins were cloth
and placed at fully dressed tables by
waiters in tuxedos.
Dave Wong's is formal enough to
attract many business people during

the lunch hour but comfortable also
for casually dressed students and
friends meeting for lunch.
I was just as impressed with the
food and service as the with the look
of Dave Wong's.
The lunch menu may be a little
limited, but there is enough selection
to offer a good variety. The dinner
menu is more extensive.
The selection of main plates in
cludes items such as tid bits, which is
a plate of assorted appetizers, lemon
chicken, mongolian beef, beef broc
coli and prawns in garlic sauce. All
plates are served with fried or boiled
rice.
The lunch menu also offers com
bination-plates which include a com
bination of three of the lunch items
such as garlic chicken, pork fried rice

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

msH
'

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 • 7:30PM
ARCO ARi A
{TherwwPHISH album

*CC&Tt0- ALLTJCKFTI

$//&

In stor»» October15)

INCLUDING TOWER RECORDS, THE WHEREMOUSE, AND QOTTSCHALK'S, VISA,MC
SUBJECT TO SERVICECHARGE. SIX TICKET LIMIT PERCUSTOMER. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 81042*4900

B i l l GRAHAM PRESENTS

OCTOBER
11-26

MAIDEN

BY
ARIEL DORFMAN

DIRECTED BY
RICHARD GARVIN

*#

The first of two non-subscription
plays at SCT, this searing ADULT
DRAMA is set in South America.
This political thriller explores the
results of repression with brilliant
theatricality. Death and the Maiden
promises riveting suspense... so
fasten your seat belts for an
intellectual,white knuckle ride.

FOR MATURE AUDIENCES

laaaaaaaaoai
TICKETS

BOXOFFICE

$IOA $12 $8 4 $10
Adult
Students/Senior
Citizens

473-2424

24 hour phoneservict

CURTAIN TIMES
Thundtj 7-JOpju.
Fn&n & Saturday S p m.
Sunday Manner 2 Kp in.
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and sweet and sour pork. Lunch items
range in price from $4.95-$6.75 and
include a pot of Chinese tea.
Also on the menu are a collection
of appetizers, including barbecue
pork, fried prawns, egg rolls, pot stick
ers, spareribs and tempura fried green
beans.
Dave Wong's also serves tradi
tional soups such as wonton and siz
zling rice, as well as many stir fry and
noodle dishes.
Only ten minutes after ordering,
we were served huge portions of
lemon chicken, beef broccoli and
fried rice.
My lemon chicken which was
excellent. The chicken was all breast
meat, thinly sliced and battered in a
crusty golden brown and topped with
sweet and tangy lemon sauce.
My friend ordered the beef and
broccoli, which she really enjoyed.
The broccoli tasted fresh and was soft
and perfectly steamed. The beef was
tender and flavored with spicy orien
tal sauce.
Not only did the food taste won
derful, but the service was attentive,
friendly and prompt.
I was so convinced by Dave
Wong's that Idecided to survey the
Chinese deli. It is not where they
make Chinese sandwiches. It is sim
ply Dave Wong's Chinese food to go.
This attached deli only makes
take out even more quick and conve
nient.
Take a good look at Dave Wong's
and you will find a quality restaurant
with reasonable prices, great Chinese
food and excellent service.
Dave Wong's
5620 N. Pershing Ave.
951-4152
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Ms & Entertainment
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Calendan

CALENDAR
Thursday October 24
V
-

ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Rock" 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children under
12. Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the Cam
pus Movie Review section.
M.E.C.H.A. Weekly Meeting, 8
p.m. Bechtel Center.
Muslim Student Association
Meeting, 5 p.m. Bechtel Center.
The Office of International Ser
vices presents Global Perspectives:
"U.S. Democracy: Can it be Ex
ported?" Professor Jim Derleth of the
Political Sciences department will
lead the discussion on the likelihood
for success of U.S. democracy abroad.
Noon to 1 p.m. Bechtel International
Center. Light refreshments will be
served.

f

"The Effects of Exotic Species on
the Delta," by U.C. Berkeley post-doc
toral fellow Andrew Cohen, 10 a.m.
to noon. Classroom 238. Free and
open to the public. Call 946-2181 for
more information.
Women's Volleyball: UOP vs.
Utah State, 7 p.m. A.G. Spanos Cen
ter. Call 946-2UOP for ticket informa
tion.

OFF CAMPUS
Stockton Symphony Association
Subscription Concerts: Richard
Ormrod, Piano, 8 p.m. Atherton Au
ditorium, San Joaquin Delta College,
5151 Pacific Avenue, Stockton. Con
tact Atherton Auditorium Box Office
for ticket information

Friday October 25

OFF CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

Halloween Murder Mystery Din
ner, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Kautz Ironstone
Vineyards, 1894 Six Mile Road,
Murphys (209) 728-1251. Call 9310782 for more information.

"Crimes of the Heart" 8 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in
the Drama Building. Presented by the
Drama and Dance Department. Gen
eral admission is $8, seniors and stu
dents $4. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tickets.
Distinguished Alumni Awards
Reception & Banquet, 6 p.m.
Raymond Great Hall. Call 946-2391
for more information.
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer
Tournament: North Texas vs. CSU
Sacramento, 3 p.m. Stagg Memorial
Stadium. Call 946-2UOP for ticket
information.
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer
Tournament: UOP vs. Oregon, 5 p.m.
Stagg Memorial Stadium. Call 9462UOP for ticket information.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Rock" 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children under
12. Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the Cam
pus Movie Review section.
School of Pharmacy Reception in
Appreciation of Emeritus Faculty,
6:30 p.m. Rotunda 102.
Sports Management Public Barbe
cue, 4 p.m. Knoles field.
UOP Jazz Ensemble's Homecom
ing Concert, directed by Allen Brown,
8 p.m. Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
General admission is $3, UOP stu
dents and children under 12 free.
Women's Swimming: Pacific In
vitational, 1 p.m. Chris Kjeldsen pool.
Call 946-2UOP for ticket information.

Powerhouse, 6 p.m. Valley Brew
ing Company. 157 W. Adams St.,
Stockton. Call 948-2537 for more in
formation.
Verb, Ann Olivia Roxie, David
Smith, 9 p.m. Blackwater Cafe, 912
N. Yosemite St., Stockton. $3 cover
charge. Call 943-6938 for more de
tails.

Saturday October 26
ON CAMPUS
"Crimes of the Heart," 2 p.m. &
8 p.m. DeMarcus Brown Studio The
atre in the Drama Building. Presented
by the Drama and Dance Depart
ment. General admission is $8, se
niors and students $4. Call 946-2116
to reserve tickets.
COP Alumni Advisory Meeting, 8
a.m. WPC Conference Room.
Eberhardt School of Business En
trepreneur Seminar, 9 a.m. Weber
Hall, Room 112.
Fall Festival, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Arts
& crafts, food, activities, coronation
of Pacific King & Queen, and music
with Jim Belushi & The Sacred Hearts.
Stagg Memorial Stadium. See Sched
ule of events inset.
24th Annual Halloween Haunted
House, 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. South West
Hall, corner of Stadium Drive and
Atchley Way. Admission is $1.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The

HIGHLIGHT: Crimes of the Heart
"Crimes of the Heart," which
won both the Pulitzer Prize and the
New York Drama Critic's Circle
Award for its intriguing and hilarirun
i Friday,
October 25.
"Crimes of the Heart" features the
following cast: Meg Magrath - Susie
Usher, Vocal Performance major;
Lenny Magrath - Shawn Marie Ilardi,
English/Drama major; Babe Magrath

- Kelly Fried, Gender Studies major;
Doc Porter - Jeff Clemons, Psychol
ogy major; Barnette Lloyd - Nolan
Lansdale, Drama major; and Chick •
Danielle
Hagen,
English
~
" " "
„ ."
\gli ~ major.
.
Performances will be held at the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in
the Drama Building. General admis
sion is $8, seniors and students $4.
Call 946-2116 to reserve tickets. See
Calendar for show dates and times.
See story, paae 20
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Schedule for 1
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
11:50 a.m. UOP da
groups
12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. qri
main ati
3:00 p.m. Cora
King&(
3:30 p.m. . Jim 1
The SacredS
(blues/jazzij

Rock" 8 p.m. at the McCafe
ter Theater. General Admissia
$1.50 for seniors and child®
12. Free to UOP students with
sticker. See description in tin
pus Movie Review section.

Men's Volleyball: Alumni
coming Game, 8 a.m. Spanos
Call 946-2UOP for more infor

School of Engineering
Class Meeting, 11 a.m. Khou

School of Engineering Ti
Seminars, 10 a.m. KhouryH

School of Pharmacy Coi
Education Program, 2 p.m.
103.
Sports Management You
Clinic & Barbecue, 11 a.m
field.

Reunions:
Class of 1981 - 15 year
6:30 p.m. The Alder Market
Class of 1976-20 year n
p.m. Raymond Great Hall.
Class of 1971 - 25 year
6:30 p.m. Stockton Hilton
Class of 1966 - 30 year
6:30 p.m. Stockton Hilton
Class of 1961 - 35 year
6:30p.m. Stockton Golf &
Club.

Women's Swimming: I
vitational, 9:30 a.m. Chris
pool. Call 946-2UOPfortK
mation.

Women's Volleyball: U'
vada, 7 p.m. Alex G. Span
Call 946-2UOP for ticket ini

OFF CAMPUS

Conservatory piano
Emeritus Wolfgang Fetsch
linist Anita Felix, 3 p.m-"
seum. Admission is free.
Connie's Oldies But

A
r
t
s

•gT jewelry, furniture,
,2"9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Scotjjjp'je, 33 W. Alpine, Stock,en Murder Mystery Dinp.m. Kautz Ironstone
1894 Six Mile Road,
f)) 728-1251. Call 931e information.

010

, (Rock n' Roll Band), 9
Ic'water Cafe, 912 N.
Stockton. $7 cover
1 943-6938 for more de-

-Ween at the Zoo, 10 a.m.
ive Zoo. Entrance to park
h entrance to zoo $1.50
18; children accompanied
pre free. Call 331-7270 for
nation.
fell's Bookmark hosts Book

Id Reading from: "Highway
literature of California's
feral Valley." Contributing

•Richard Dokey, Ernest

Irald Haslam, James Hous|d Mas Masumoto, Jose
jGary Soto, Robert Vasquez
Brine Webster are scheduled
|l p.m. at Maxwell's Book13 Pacific Avenue, Stockton,
pen to the public. For more
fen or to reserve a copy of
1466-0194.

•Sywf RFVtFiA/S
iKock." October 24-2-7,
group of terrorist comsew control of. : Jtraz.
nnery, .Nicholas Cage, I d
fichale Biehn. Hollywood
prected by Mich a. i 3nv.
136 minutes; 1995.

»ow." October 31 *8 P-m- The amazing
formance of Brandon Lee
° James O'Barr's undergic book, the Crow is
X of murdered man who
ged from the dead to
^• Brandon Lee, Ernie
I *"c»we, Wincott.
rntures. Directed by
I • R3ted R; 100 min^HEEPZ-..'' '
• -K.
~\

|
I

Hor 4 Hc
; October 31, n&da n d b?"

Oil", I ,, movie of all
Z ,u co®ple discov(aSSfW^ytrans-

T^rter. Don't forreared
Rated R; ion mir-
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Powerhouse, 6 p.m. Valley Brew
ing Company. 157 W. Adams St.,
Stockton. Call 948-2537 for more in
formation.

Sunday October 27
ON CAMPUS
"Crimes of the Heart," 5 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in
the Drama Building. Presented by the
Drama and Dance Department. Gen
eral admission is $8, seniors and stu
dents $4. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tickets.
Barnes & Noble Poetry Night pre
sents: "Highway 99: The Literature of
California's Great Central Valley,"
read by English Professor Catherine
Webster, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer
Tournament: Sacramento vs. Univer
sity of Oregon, 11 a.m. Knoles field.
Call 946-2UOP for ticket information.
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer
Tournament: UOP vs. North Texas, 2
p.m. Knoles field. Call 946-2UOP for
ticket information.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Rock" 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children under
12. Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the Cam
pus Movie Review section.
Sports Management Public Barbe
cue, noon. Knoles field.
World Affairs Council of San
Joaquin County Reception, 2 p.m.
Bechtel International Center.

OFF CAMPUS
Connie's Oldies But Goodies, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Scottish Rite Temple.

Monday October 28
ON CAMPUS
ASUOP Senate Meeting, 9 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Conference Room.
"Ju Dou - Zhang 1992," (Chi
nese), 6:30 and 9 p.m. Wendell
Phillips Center's Albright Auditorium.
This is the third film in the Film Stud
ies' & Gender Studies' October film
festival. Professor Diane Borden will
s sak after the 6:30 p.m. showing of
tii 2 film. Admission is free.
Street Drug Update & Behavior,

Check out the 24th annual Halloween Haunted House at SouthWest hall on
Saturday, October 26, 6-11 p.m. — if you dare.
presented by the Department of Life
long Learning, 6 p.m. WPC 135.

Wednesday October 30

OFF CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

Twila Paris in Concert Featuring:
Aaron Jeoffrey with Special Guest
Avalon., 7 p.m. Capital Christian
Center, 9470 Micron Ave., Sacra
mento. Tickets are $14.50 in advance;
$16.00 at the door, and $13.00 for
groups of 10 or more. For more in
formation call 408-369-8222.

African American Student Union
Meeting, 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.

Tuesday October 29
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Christian Bible Study
& Meeting, 7 p.m. Z-Building North
west.
Conservatory of Music presents:
Pacific Market: "New Music for Flute,"
performed by Matthew Krejci, 8 a.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
Muslim Student Association
Weekly Meeting, noon. WPC 130.
Tuesday World Forum presents:
"Fulbright at 50: Major Influence for
Peace with an Uncertain Future,"
with guest speaker Jody K. Olsen, Ex
ecutive Director of CIES, noon to 1
p.m. Bechtel International Center.
Lunch served free to all UOP students.
Others asked for a.$2-$3 donation.

Forensic Team Weekly Informa
tional Meeting, 5 p.m. 219 Hand
Hall. All students interested in
speech and debate are invited to at
tend or contact Shaye Dillon or Jen
nifer Mercieca for more information
about UOP's speech and debate
team.
Middle Eastern Student Associa
tion Meeting, 8 p.m. WPC 131.
Soccer: UOP vs. Cal State Fullerton, 7 p.m. Stagg Stadium.

Thursday October 3 7
ON CAMPUS
Forensic Team Weekly Practice,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Room 247 of the
Library. All students interested in
speech and debate are invited to
watch the team in action or contact
Shaye Dillon or Jennifer Mercieca for
more information about UOP's
speech and debate team.

Ms & Entertainment
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UOP drama department commits Crimes otth^jea
JOSHUA POWELL
Pocifican staff writer
The UOP Drama Department's
'96-'97 season opens with a bang this
week with nothing less than a
Pulitzer Prize-winning play. Beth
Henley's masterpiece "Crimes of the
Heart" is a drama with touches of
comedy set in Hazelhurst, Missis
sippi, which focuses on the struggles
of the three Magrath sisters.
The eldest sister, Lenny, played
by Shawn Ilardi, is a thirty-year-old,
unmarried, homebody who is staring
down the barrel of old maidhood and
a wasted life. Susannah Uher plays
the middle sister, Meg, who outgrew
Hazelhurst but has returned after fail
ing to succeed in a singing career.
Kelly Fried is the youngest sister,
Babe. At the beginning of the story,
Shawn Ilardi as Lenny
Babe has just been released on bail
the heart'," according to Taulli. "Babe
after having shot her husband.
has shot her husband, Lenny has
Sound like a light-hearted romp?
shrunken away from life, and Meg ran
"It's hilarious!," says director
away from love." The sisters all come
James Taulli, of the script. "Henley
back to face
really succeeds
these crimes.
in capturing a
Peter Lach's
slice of South
set
immediately
ern life." Taulli "Crimes" signifies not only
points out one of
had seen the
the first show of the
the main goals of
film version in
the production;
season, but an effort on
college and
reality. The en
never forgot the
behalf of the Drama
tire play takes
impact it had
Department to grow into
place in the
on him. "It al
Magrath kitchen
a new territory.
ways stayed
and Taulli points
there, in the
out that "we
back of my
wanted it to seem just like you were
head."
sitting in your grandmother's
The main action of the play con
kitchen....Realism is very important
cerns the homecoming of these sis
to the success of this show." The set
ters and the problems they must each
strives for realism from top to bottom,
deal with.
addressing each detail.
"Each one has her own 'crime of

Susannah Uher as Meg

Kelly Fried as Babe

The quest for realism doesn't stop
there. Taulli describes the dialogue as
"capturing the rhythm of Southern
speech." In an effort to truly embrace
that asset, the cast has studied dia
logue tapes for Southern accents. This
helped the cast remain true to the text
in the most definite sense.
When asked if the weight of such
a show produced any immense chal
lenges or tensions with the cast, Taulli
smiled. "This has been the most en
joyable, stress-free production I've
ever directed." Such an endorsement
from a director of thirty-plus shows
carries a lot of weight.
"Crimes" signifies not only the
first show of the season, but an effort
on behalf of the Drama Department
to grow into a new territory. "We need
to come more into the Nineties," says
Taulli. "Students need to be able to
come to a private school like ours and

still get a good theater educati
In many ways, "Crimes c
Heart" is a big step in that dire wcBy choosing a powerful and: 's,C
taining piece that fits wellitLjj
audition pool, UOP can
begin that process.
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New Weight Room

M-R: 7:00 am-10:00 pm
•r-1 'f
F: 7:00 am-7:30 pm
I 9:00 am-5:00pm
Membership Fee: $30/semester -or- $70/schooi year
*With This Coupon*

Get a full year for $70 j I \
or the remainder of the
semester for $30 w/coupon
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20% Off any TIGER POWER
GEAR -or-10% Off any athletic
equipment in stock! w/coupon
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"Crimes of the Heart" tj
October 25 at 8 p.m. AJJ
shows are October 26, Nov
and 2, at 8 p.m., and Oct°
November 3 at 5 p.m. For
formation, call the Depa'
Drama and Dance at 946-

•ID
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Classifieds

Christina Flowers
Classified Advertising

946-2115

be able to learn Banner Lane, Stockton 95219.
quired. Contact 476- sales experience. Con
system. Contact Bar
8993
M-F after 4 p.m. tact Doug Ulrich, 5530
bara at x2986.
American Honda and Saturday after 10 Birdcage,
Suite 210, Cit
10's possible
seeks materials handlers a.m., and mention UOP rus Heights 95610,
books. Part
Kelly Freed Teen for flexible hours. $9/ ad.
(916) 961-5757 FAX
" I It home. Toll free Center seeks Teen Coor hour. Contact Patti
961-5780.
•898-9778 xR- dinators (3 positions) Woodward 982-5090 or
FULL TIME JOBS
20-32 hours/week days stop by 123 D. S. Dervin
p|f listings.
P a r s o n s
and evenings to coordi Parkway in French
Brinckerthoff
Construc
O's possible typ- nate teen activities. Camp.
Apple
Computer
tion
Services
seeks re
t time. At home, Contact
seeks
Financial
Analyst
cent
Civil
Engineering
lee 1-800-898AT&T Snyder seeks (Req 18604) with Fi
T-8700 for listKelly Ball, 466-1264 Sales Associate to work nance/Accounting de graduate for office/field
xl 7, 343 E. Main Street, outside sales and events gree. Contact Lisa Mead engineering/manage
ment responsibilities in
Room 602.
or malls. Flexible sched (408) 974-0808 FAX Stockton. Projects in
PrideStaff has nu ule. Contact Mike 974-9886.
clude bridges, retaining
merous temp and full- Lopez, 1-800-427-9666,
walls, storm drain
time positions. Call 5250 Claremenot Av
Circle
K
Company
pump station, etc. Con
led cars from 477-6446 or visit 2800 enue, Stockton 95202.
seeks
Store
Managers/
tact
Bat Littell, (209)
Porsches, W. March Lane #362.
Management
Trainees
951-4566,
7826 Amber
acs, Chevy's,
Officeteam seeks for convenience stores. Way Stockton 95207.
, Corvettes. Also
Lowen Communica candidates for market Contact John Travale,
nd 4WD's. Your tions seeks telephone ing temp who knows
658 Commerce Drive
North American
oil free 1-SOO receptionists for nation Excel and Word to cre
#C,
Roseville,
CA
Medical
Management
TS xA-8700 for wide funeral home an ate ads; hotel front desk
95678,
Phone
(916)
seeks Associate Network
listings.
swering service, ac person, and various 786-8440 FAX 786- Administrator with IBM
cessed 7 days a week 24 other positions. Con 8521.
PC, DOS, Windows and
hours a day. $7/hour to tact Sally (209) 476network
software
start. Will hire 8-10 6734 FAX 474-7152.
International Game knowledge. Contact
part-time, flexible
Technology has Firm David Ritchie (209)
i »m for rent. All hours, to meet needs.
PrideStaff
seeks
can
ware Engineer opportu 569-7404 FAX 5721 ies paid. $350.
Contact Walt Marshall didates with customer nities. Contact Richard 7209, 1800 Coffee
Iful home, nice (209) 939-3030. Wallace service skills and French
ear UOP. 466- and Martin Funeral language abilities. Call Wilder, Manager Firm Road, Suite 93, Modesto
ware Engineering (702) 95355.
Home 520 Sutter.
or visit immediately, 688-0576.
2800 W. March Lane
For additional infor
Stanford Shopping #326, 477-6446.
Ulrich and Associ mation on all postings
Center Concierge seeks
ates Medical Recruiters visit Career Services lo
"Holiday Customer
Marketing research has several openings for cated on the second
Greeters." Each shift firm seeks Phone Inter
J3 free lift tick- will be 4 hours Friday, viewers for Saturday sales representatives floor of McConchie
mowboarders- Saturdays, and Sundays and Sunday and at least with leading pharma Hall, 235 West Sta
ceutical company. Must dium, Stockton, CA
]°arders, li
ve
from the day after one week night shift. have degree and mini 95204 or call (209) 946< Provert riders, Thanksgiving until Clear speaking voice re
mum one year outside 2361 FAX 946-2760.
svyag! Infoline Christmas. Must be
57-WHAT. San
available for 5 weekend
Expo. Center, shifts and 3 weekday
"" < Boardriders shifts. $6.25/hour. Con
tact Ann Brennan (415)
617-8585 or (800) 7729332.

I
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Records De-

o leTeks Work
^on-Work
ent Assistant
r§'copying and
actlvities. Must

P r u d e n t i a l
Healthcare seeks parttime data entry persons
noon-4 p.m. Contact
Melissa, send resumes
by FAX 951-9018 or
mail 3121 W. March

Contact the Pacifican at
946-21 IS located on the
third floor of Hand Hall
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Sports

Field Hockey

Tigers fall twice over holiday weekend
Pacific hits

the road with hopes of rebounding from a pair of losses

MIKE DALGETY
Pacifican staff writer
Last weekend, the Tigers lost a
pair of field hockey games in the
team's final home stand before the
season-ending Western Collegiate
Tournament.
Friday afternoon, Lucinda
Tokarski scored two goals to lead the
University of Vermont Catamounts
past the Tigers in a non-conference
game at Brookside Field, 4-0.
Kara Mirak and Beth Crusius each
added a goal as the Catamounts im
proved to 5-9 for the season.
The Tigers registered 17 shots on
goal, attempted two penalty strokes,
and accumulated 10 penalty corners,
but were unable to get the ball past
Vermont's nationally-acclaimed
goaltender, Mindy Vinelli.
"I was really disappointed for the
players," said Head Coach Carla
Konet. "We generated a great num
ber of shots and penalty corners, but
our mistakes killed us. The Vermont
goalkeeper was superb as well."
Vinelli ranks 13th nationally in
goals against average, third in save

percentage, and fifth in total saves.
She recorded 14 saves against the Ti
gers.
Tiger goalkeeper Jocelyn Castillo
registered 11 saves for the afternoon.
Ellen Bina scored the only goal of
the game to lead Southwest Missouri
State past Pacific in a non-conference
game Saturday afternoon at Brookside
Field, 1-0.
Tiger goalkeeper Sandy Jones ac
cumulated eight saves for the after
noon, and held the Bears (2-5) score
less until Bina found the back of the
net with 33:30 remaining in the
game.
The Tigers matched the Bears shot
for shot as both teams registered nine
shots on goal. Pacific accumulated
nine penalty corners to the Bears'
five.
"One of our goals for this game
was to finish plays inside the 25 yard
line, and we didn't. Over the course
of our last several games, we've gen
erated more scoring opportunities,
and put ourselves in position to win
a couple games. Now, we must learn
to play with the pressure of execut
ing those opportunities," said Konet.

Hockey players defend their position on the field

The Tigers leave Stockton this af
ternoon for a three-game weekend
road-trip to Ohio State University,
where they will play games against
Kent State tomorrow afternoon, Ohio
State Saturday afternoon, and Ohio
University Sunday afternoon.
"The timing of this trip is good,"
said Konet. "Playing on artificial turf
will be different, but the experience
of playing on that surface and bond
ing as a team should help us when

we play California in a leap
the following weekend."
"We need to stay posit
ing off the losses from last)
Just like the men's basket!: sityshc
when they struggled and!: of beh;
tough games last year, wet
focused and keep shooting.

The Tigers return tor. b[-s
to host the season-ending
Ts] thev i,

Collegiate Tournament Nov* there?
. .1
10 at Brookside Field.
Phi

Water Polo

Tigers maul Navy, then fall to #1 USC

III

RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer
Last weekend the Tigers traveled
down to Los Angeles for a two-game
water polo series against East-coast
powerhouse Navy and the No. 1
ranked USC Trojans.
On Friday, the Tigers proved they
were a step above the East coast teams
by trouncing Navy 13-7. The Tigers,
who have only lost to Navy once in
their history, came out strong and put
Navy down early.
In the first half the Tigers only
allowed Navy to score one point. Al
though Navy fought back hard, they
were clearly outmatched by the Tigers
andwere unable to close the gap. Matt
Braun tallied three goals for UOP.
On Saturday the Tigers faced the
USC Trojans, who took over UCLA's
No. 1 ranking in last weekend's
NorCal tournament. The Tigers got
off to a slow start and allowed the

Senior Jim Wyles prepares to pass the ball

Trojans to build up an early 3-0 lead.
As the game went on the Tigers
gained momentum and started a sec
ond quarter scoring spree. By half-

time they had tied the game 6-6.
Brad Schumacher opened the
scoring in the third quarter and gave
the Tigers a 7-6 lead. Just when it

seemed that the Tigers 1
was unstoppable, USC's I
ward Hrvojo Cizmic put0,
man show at the 2m po®
scored 3 goals in a row to
jans. fr
I
Marko Zagar added an
USC and the third periodei
the Trojans on top 10-8.dn_ I
quarter the Tigers were he I
and USC increased their
Brad Schumacher was IP,
scorer with 3 goals in the
So far this year, USC has1
''loss
one game- an overtime
in the final game of the 1
I
nament.
"We had them on the'
co*
breakdown," said UOP
Tanner, "but we ended up
ones who caved in."
The Tigers are now J
ing 1-4 in MPSF confer®
and 6-8 overall.

Susie Berg
vj sports Editor
946-21 IB
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'hillips settles suit
blleqe Press Service

i Former Nebraska running back
Lrence Phillips has settled a
Ijj lawsuit filed by a former girlLnd who said that he struck her
Id dragged her down a stairwell.
| gate McEwen, a University of
lebraska junior and basketball
layer, had sought unspecified
Images for sexual assault, battery,
fdnapping, assault, false imprisliment, emotional distress and
lolation of her rights, in attacks
lat happened while both were
lebraska students, according to a
Itition obtained by the Kansas
lity Star.

] Terms of the settlement were
lot disclosed.
According to a transcript,
Ihief U.S. District Judge D. Brook
lartlett
condemned
the
Iniversity's actions in the case,
po human being should treat
bother one the way he (Phillips)
Blegedly treated her," Bartlett
Bid, "and no respectable univerIty should be condoning this kind
If behavior. I mean, this matter
liould result in a substantial inlestigation into the University of
lebraska as to how they—what are
|iey in the business of doing up
pere?"
Phillips, who pleaded guilty to
pisdemeanor trespass and assault
an attack last September on

McEwen, was placed on probation
for a year. The university sus
pended him for six games.
But the university's decision to
reinstate him on the football team
before last season's national cham
pionship game drew fire from ad
vocates for domestic abuse victims
and other groups.
Nebraska Chancellor James
Moeser issued a statement Sept. 26
defending the university's han
dling of the Phillips case. "Appar
ently the judge was unaware of the
steps we've already taken in deal
ing with negative student behav
iors," he said. "Far from apolo
getic, I am very proud of the strong
stand this university has taken in
dealing with those complex is
sues."
Moeser referred to a Nebraska
task force created in the past year
to examine the university's han
dling of student misconduct, rang
ing from academic dishonesty to
violence.
The task force reported that the
university does not give preferen
tial treatment to athletes, and rec
ommended a zero-tolerance policy
on abusive or violent behavior.
Phillips now plays running
back for the St. Louis Rams. He
signed a multimillion-dollar con
tract with the Rams in July.

Sign up for
intramurals

King Features
1- How many sets are there in a full-length men's champi
onship tennis match?
?'
^ar do you have to run if you hit a home run?
• What's the end man on a tug-of-war team called?
w^at eye problem does Jack Nicklaus suffer?
• Who set a record for golf earnings in 1963 without winning a national title?
balP°W many Points are awarded for a safety touch in foot7. Who hit a three-run homer in Yankee Stadium's first open
ing-day game?
• How did Rocky Marciano die?
Answers:

^eet; 3- the anchor man; 4. color blindness; 5.
Palmer; 6. two; 7. Babe Ruth; 8. in a plane crash

Play better golf with
Jack Nicklaus

I /
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The Pacifican
There are still some activi
ties left this semester so come
pick up the entry forms for these
sports soon:
Bowling
Play is on November 1st (Team
and Individual)
Entries open Oct. 21st
Entries close Oct. 30th
3V3
Entries open Oct. 28th
Entries close Nov. 13th
Basketball
Pre-holiday
Entries open Nov. 18th
Entries close Dec. 3rd
Note: If you are interested in
being a basketball official stop
by the intramurals office located
in the main gym.
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Stan Smith's super
tennis tips
HAVEATAMET

IN MIND

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTLNG
EMBROIDERY

On tha rtttum ol jarva. you
ttould pic* a apol kx your trail
to tanO, For instanea, you might
Wl*. "If h comas ferny
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5 DAY TURN-AROUND INMOST CASES

California Tees
1439 N. El Dorado #C • Stockton, CA 95202
(209) 467-7624 » FAX # 467-0320

Sports quiz

The Pacifican
October 24, 1996
Page 23

Having a plan as to wtwe you wli
h.1 the ralu-T. gives you mora
confidence wtsle waiting far the
serve, (twin also lake some oi fee
randemnaaa oU«f your ganta. j

The Children's Museum
of Stockton
in collaboration with

UC Berkeley Extension
is featuring:

"The Culture of Dinosaurs"
A symposium for educators and the like

Saturday Nov. 2,1996
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
$125.00
The Children's Museum

402 W. Weber Ave. Stockton
Call for information: 465-4356
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NU basketball player sidelined; court decides if he play
STEWART MANDEL AND STAFF
The Daily Northwestern
Northwestern University

While the majority of Northwest
ern University students spent their last
day before classes either lounging
around their room or enjoying the
weather, sophomore Nick Knapp woke
up early to catch the el train and head
downtown to sit in a Chicago court
room.
The trip has become a familiar one
during Knapp's yearlong battle to play
basketball for the Wildcats.
On Sept. 24, Knapp sat through
three more hours of legal jargon and
medical terminology, of doctor's testi
monials and counsels' objections, all
revolving around the single question
of whether the 6-foot-5-inch guard
who suffered cardiac arrest while play
ing basketball two years ago should be
allowed to return to the court.
When it was all said and done, U.S.
District Judge James B. Zagel came to
much the same conclusion he has twice
before: "Though the risk to Knapp is
unquantifiable ... it is not substantial
[enough] to preclude Knapp from play
ing basketball."
He also decided NU was not obli
gated to provide a courtside defibrilla
tor at games and practices for possible
resuscitation of Knapp, who already
has a defibrillator in his abdomen.
"This marks the end of chapter two
of three, depending on whether or not
they [NU's lawyers] appeal," said
Knapp's attorney, Robert A. Chapman
after the hearing. NU did file an ap
peal on Sept. 26. "The ball's pretty
much in Northwestern's court. It's re
ally up to them where they want to go.
We just hope it can be completed as
soon as possible so Nick can finally do

xl

what he first came to the school to do."
By Zagel's injunction, Knapp
would have been able to return to the
hardwood. But Knapp's legal battle is
not yet over. On Oct. 2, the 7th U.S.
Court of Appeals in Chicago barred
Knapp from beginning practice with
Northwestern's basketball team until it
considers the school's appeal against
him. Coach Ricky Byrdsong's Wildcats
officially began practice on Oct. 15.
Chapman said the decision is not
a big setback because the 19-year-old
has been keeping in shape. Knapp said
it hurts him mentally more than physi
cally.
"I was really hoping to be able to
start conditioning," Knapp said. "It re
ally hurts from the point of not being
a part of the camaraderie that comes
from being a member of the team. I'll
be able to do the conditioning on my
own time, but I'll have to watch the
other guys get to condition together."
As a senior in high school, Knapp
suffered sudden cardiac arrest and col
lapsed on the court during a Sept. 19,
1994, pick-up game. Though NU still
offered the Peoria, 111., native a full ath
letic scholarship, its doctors declared
him medically ineligible before the
1995-96 basketball season.
Knapp and his family filed suit
against the athletic department in No
vember 1995. Since then, Knapp has
received offers from several other Di
vision I schools but continued to hope
things would work out at NU. Last year,
Knapp watched NU's games and prac
tices from the sideline while waiting
for his case to go to trial. This season,
he may not be as patient with the ap
peals process.
"If my status is the way it is now
when the season starts, I'm going to
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Vincent.
"Northwestern, a school that has Ufl
always put other priorities ahead ofathletic success, should not be forced to
compromise on an issue as basic as life
and death."
A note about the case in the Sept
23 issue of Sports Illustrated called
Zagel's decision "Unsettling, given
Knapp's history," and cited a Chicago g
cardiologist specializing in sudden ACK
death among athletes, Peter Diamond, 'acif
who labeled Zagel's decision "a
edy."
T
In revealing the motivation behind Com
his decision in the Sept. 24 hearing,
Zagel reiterated how vague the param
eters are in this case. Despite hearing
testimony from four cardiologists and
several physicians, of which two actu ever
ally attempted to calculate Knapp's riskrii
of death, none could provide scientific the
data specific to Knapp's condition.
"It may well have been better to
leave the decision in this case to a panel
of physicians," Zagel said, "but Con
gress has put it in the hands of the
courts. We are out of statistics, and into
the persuasiveness of medical judg
ment."
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Humphreys College
LSAT Prep Classi>

WHAT YOU WILL
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE:
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and
techniques taught in class.

Sxvress

1461 West March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435
2)Ji Caff

<• i4-11rafir»n "
have to reevaluate the situation,
Knapp says. "Every time Northwestern
gets this pushed back further, it's more
of a hardship for me, and I don t know
how much longer I'm willing to take
it."
Sympathy for Knapp's plight has
come from all walks of the NU com
munity, with messages of support cur
rently scrawled all over the message
board outside his door.
For his teammates, Zagel's ruling
had provided hope. "We just want to
seem him play just, just want this
whole thing out of the way," said Cats
sophomore forward Joe Hamsen. "We
plan on having him around. Nick's got
a lot of friends here, fits in well here,
and this is where he's always wanted
to go."
But outside of Evanston, where
countless media outlets have caught
wind of Knapp's story since Zagel's
original decision on Sept. 9, skepticism
lingers.
"If Nick Knapp wants to play col
lege basketball, he should find a school
that gives priority to his athletic skills
over his physical well-being," wrote
Detroit Free-Press columnist Charlie

Open: Monday -Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm

3o'JS °ur New York bagels ar© boiled
3m fite
like the old-fashioned tradition.
"Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
"Stuffed Bialys from heaven
"Pastries & desserts
*31 variations of bagels
"Full Express Bar
* 16 variations of cream cheese
"25 Odwalla fresh juices
"Best lunch in town
"Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum

"1 call it pride, lacjel lovers call it hleaven:I"

2.

Two full length released LSATs.

3.

Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2,
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you
focus your study time.
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kapha

4.

Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions.

Dates/Times: Saturdays, October 26 and November 2,9,16,23, and
30 at 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
Cost:

$275.00 pre-paid (no college credit)
-- compare to others costing $700.00+!

It's not too late to enroll. Walk ins welcome on the day of class

Call now to reserve
your seat in class!

M
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6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800
OF

